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Abstract.
At the nanometer length scale, the size of surface features in crystalline
semiconductor systems is of the same order as the electron wavelength.
This can result in unusual behaviour in the systems electronic, magnetic and
optical properties due to electron confinement effects. Such effects can have
practical and commercial applications and are currently the subject of
considerable study in the disciplines of theoretical, computational and
materials technology within nanoscience.

This thesis uses molecular dynamics computational methods to examine
such effects in the electronic structure of semiconductor-based crystalline
systems. Three unique surfaces were studied in detail - the SiC(111) surface,
the SiC(100) surface, and the prototypical In-Si(111) surface.

Silicon carbide is of importance in the development of semiconductor
technologies due to its physical robustness and relatively high power
capabilities. An understanding of surface metallisation in semiconductors is
of paramount importance since modern technology relies on the interaction
of metals with semiconductors in integrated circuit and device construction. If
Mooreʼs Law is to be adhered to, transistors must become smaller and the
metal contacts between transistors must likewise shrink. This work explores
the possibility that potassium deposited on the SiC(100) surface may provide
a solution for nanoscale contacts between devices on this surface. Using
modified and highly efficient molecular dynamics code, the energies and

reconstructions of a number of possible surface configurations were studied
in detail, resulting in proposed new candidates for surface reconstruction for
a range of coverages of potassium on the SiC(100) surface.

The SiC(111) surface has previously been shown to undergo an interesting
metal-insulator transition where the surface band states split. This has been
observed by experimentally probing the surface states with scanning
tunneling spectroscopy and photoemission techniques. By applying ab-initio
molecular dynamics techniques to simulate this surface, this research has
found compelling evidence for the actual mechanism that results in this
transition. A number of time-dependent simulations of the surface in question
were carried out, over ranges of tens of thousands of picoseconds. The
results show that the surface is dynamical in nature. Furthermore, the
transition is shown to be due to a soft phonon interaction on the surface, and
thus surface dangling bonds are seen to split because they are in constant
motion.

Finally, computational studies of the In-Si(111) surface are also presented.
The results indicate a dynamical surface exhibiting surface phonon effects,
similar to the SiC(111) surface studied and metallisation in a similar vein to
results obtained for the K-SiC(100) surface. The study of the In-Si(111)
surface therefore represents a natural progression in studies of this nature.

The computational work presented here was carried out using the

FIREBALL suite of tools. During the course of this study, the codebase was

rewritten and modernised to improve performance and to allow for easier
future modification. The extensive changes to the code are discussed, as are
its potential future applications in the field of computational solid state
physics. Practical methods are presented that allow for the work to progress
to the calculation of optical transitions directly in FIREBALL, with a full
description of how a reflectance anisotropy spectrum could be calculated as
a logical extension of the present work. The calculation of a reflectance
anisotropy spectrum would be of considerable interest to experiments in the
field.
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Chapter 1. Introduction.

1. Introduction.
In Solid State Physics unusual behaviour can be seen in a materialʼs
properties when nanometer dimension scales are realised.1 Novel behaviour
can manifest itself in the electronic or optical properties of the system and
may lead to technological breakthroughs when these new properties are
exploited. An example of such applications are quantum well lasers which
use electron confinement to achieve shorter wavelength emission and are
more efficient than conventional laser diodes. At short length scales
interesting emergent behaviour such as quantum wire characteristics,2 MottHubbard transitions3 or unexpected surface metallic effects are observed.4
Understanding these properties is crucial to further development of physics.
As technology approaches smaller and smaller designs, an understanding of
the novel physics at this level is required so that such behaviour can be
exploited for new applications.

When attempting to control surface properties to engineer nanoscale
structures for technological applications, the experimental costs can be very
high. For this reason much work has gone into the development of
computational tools over the last number of decades. In 1965 theoretical
physicists, Walter Kohn and L.J. Sham published a paper5 on a then new
technique called density functional theory (DFT). At the time they felt that this
would not have a large impact on the academic community. However it
opened the door to pure ab-initio molecular dynamic and electronic
calculations for systems of complexity beyond the hydrogenic system. Until
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then, solving anything more complicated than the hydrogenic system by
analytical or numerical methods was an arduous task, and thus mathematical
modeling of nanoscale systems was not viable.

With the advent of modern computers and developments in computational
methods, it is now commonplace to simulate systems of hundreds or
thousands of atoms. Many different possible permutations of atomic species
as dopants, or as surface adatoms, can be explored before physical
experiments are carried out. This allows for more efficient use of
experimenterʼs time and increases the predictability of such experiments.
Using computational tools, a comparison can be made between theoretical
and experimental results or the predictability of experiments can be
evaluated before actually carrying out more expensive work.

Computational tools also allow a researcher to determine the mechanism by
which some previously unexplained experimental results have arisen. For
example, in the Sn/Ge(111)-√3 × √3 ⟷ 3 × 3 reversible phase transition
(RPT),6 computational work has been used to reliably describe the
mechanism responsible. Experimentally, the mechanism was contentious for
some time before a computational study of the problem showed that the
interaction of soft phonons, which could not be resolved in the time-domain
by current technology, were present and are most likely the cause of the
RPT.
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Another advantage of computational over experimental methods is the cost.
All fundamental research is expensive, but in using computational methods
the expenses are in computers and programming. With experimental work
the production of raw material of sufficiently high quality and the generation
of extreme isolated environments, for example ultra-high vacuum systems, is
a substantial investment. Computational methods allow for a large number of
“experiments” to be carried out before such investment is necessary for realworld experiments. This work discusses the development of a computational
physics package as well as work carried out, using computational methods,
to explore some interesting behaviour of nanoscale systems.

In Chapter 2, a number of techniques in computational solid state physics
are discussed. Some approximations can only be applied to very small
systems, in terms of number of atoms. This also is the case with analytical
quantum mechanics methods. Other approximations lose accuracy with
respect to expected experimental results, but allow for simulations of far
larger supercells. A supercell in computational solid state calculations is an
ideal repeating unit of, for example, some bulk crystal.

There are a number of methods not covered by this thesis, such as quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC), where random numbers are used to evaluate the
outcome of quantum mechanical operators or semi-empirical methods. Semiempirical and empirical methods take some values for parameter fitting to
run simulations, as a result of this they cannot evaluate electronic properties
of a system.
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In Chapter 3, the FIREBALL package used in this work is extensively
discussed with particular reference to the uniqueness of the formulation used
and the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) method. This method
allows for the precompilation of tables of interactions before performing any
simulations and allows FIREBALL to simulate far larger systems than other
ab-initio MD packages for the same amount of computational usage. The
significant enhancements to FIREBALL made during this project are also
discussed.

Chapter 4 discusses the generation of FIREBALLʼs precompiled tables- the
ʻFdataʼ, and how this is carried out within the current FIREBALL package.
Chapter 5 discusses in detail the rewriting of this program to create the new
package FIREBALL-Lightning, which is currently a non-MD package. The

FIREBALL-Lightning package will ultimately be further developed to
succeed FIREBALL.

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 discuss the actual experimental work carried out for this
project. This work was carried out using both FIREBALL and FIREBALLLightning, with both a new and an older implementation of the Fdata
generation program. The metallisation of the silicon carbide 3C (100) surface
was explored in order to better understand the unique properties that were
first shown by experimental methods.4 Silicon carbide receives much interest
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in the literature as it may be a viable substrate for semiconducting
technologies in harsh environments due to its robustness and high power
stability. The metallisation of this surface shows that even at low coverages
the surface may be able to conduct charge, which is of paramount
importance in device design.

Chapter 7 deals with another surface of silicon carbide, namely the (111)
surface. The “silicon-not-so-rich” surface has been shown experimentally to
exhibit a ʻMott-Hubbard transitionʼ,7 which is a phenomenon whereby a
surface band is seen experimentally to split into two bands, altering the
conducting nature of the surface. This is studied in detail and an alternative
explanation for the systemʼs behaviour is proposed. A greater understanding
of this phenomenon is required as length scales shorten in industrial
fabrication and design.

Chapter 8 deals with the so-called “quantum-wire” behaviour of the In-Si(111)
surface. Current experimental and computational results are discussed in
depth and preliminary work towards developing a system to calculate a
dynamic reflectance anisotropy spectrum (RAS) from first principles is
discussed. This surface presents a reversible phase transition with
temperature which may be due to a soft-phonon effect. This would mean
that, in order to make a genuine comparison of computational optical spectra
(such as RAS), not only is a ground state evaluation of the system required,
but also a dynamic range of further states would be needed, due to this soft-
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phonon effect. This may well prove the key to further understanding this
controversial surface.
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2. Density Functional Theory.
2.1 Introduction.
There are many different levels of theory for simulating materials. Generally
the more exact the method, the more computationally expensive it is. At the
simplest level there are empirical methods. Empirical methods are fitted to
experimental results via various parameters. New knowledge is then gleaned
about the experimental results from fitted simulations. Such methods are
very popular in the modeling of highly complex systems that consist of many
atoms, such as biological systems. In most empirical methodologies the
equations of motion are invoked so the Hamiltonian is constructed as in
classical mechanics, such as:

H
!

!

!

!

= V +T
= V (r) +

!

mv 2
2 !

!

!

!

2.1

!

!

!

2.2

and forces acting on particles within the system by:

!

!

!

!

!

!

F =k

dV
dt !

!

and the Hamiltonian for molecular dynamics would consist of something like:

 
 
 
 
electron − electron
electron − ion
ion − ion
electron
ion
 +  Coulomb

H =  kinetic  +  kinetic  +  Coulomb  +  Coulomb
energy
energy
energy
energy
energy


!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

where the above symbols have their usual meanings and the constant, k, is
the parameter matched to experimental results. In this example, the new
information gained might be the time-development of position by using the
equations of motion. Because of the low computational cost, empirical
methods are used mainly in computational biology and in modeling of
weakly-interacting systems. Such systems consist of thousands of atoms
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and as a result are outside the limits of current computing power for other
methods. The advantage of empirical methods is that they are inexpensive
and, once parameters are tweaked, numerical evaluation is relatively simple.
The disadvantage is that we have no knowledge about the electronic
structure of the system. What is gained is some insight into the time
evolution of the system, i.e. the molecular dynamics (MD).

One of the earliest references to molecular dynamics was originally outlined
by Adler and Wainwright in 19571 using classical models, namely Newtonian
forces, to calculate the positional movements of solid spheres, which
represented atoms in a liquid. The principle is that computational models are
used to simulate interactions between all atoms, as if they are moving
continuously. MD allows for a study of what is going on within a system (such
as a semi-infinite crystal, a nanocluster, a biological molecule or system
derived from these components) at specific temperatures or under other
conditions such as varying pressures, etc.

More exact methods use a quantum mechanical approach to calculate the
forces. These are known as ab-initio methods. Ab-initio, from the Latin for
“from the beginning”, conversely, has no fit parameters. The fundamental
building block of all ab-initio methods is the solution of the Schrödinger
equation:
!

!

!

!

!

HΨ = �Ψ!

!

!

!

!

!

2.3

where H is the Hamiltonian and ϵ represents the energy Eigenvalues for the
Eigenvectors Ψ. This implies that computational simulations can predict the
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outcome of experiments that have not yet been carried out. It also provides
an effective way to evaluate the electronic structure of the system. Forces,
electron behaviour, and a wealth of information can be determined from such
simulations. Because ab-initio calculations are completely independent of
experimental physics results, comparison of the results from the two
separate approaches can give further insight into the mechanisms at play in
any system of interest. The disadvantage of ab-initio methods is that,
comparatively, they are computationally far more expensive. Some
implementations cannot simulate more than a few hundred atoms or less,
due to the limitations of current computing technologies. This will be
explained in greater detail in section 2.

Density functional theory (DFT), originally formulated by Thomas and Fermi
in 19272, but taking its modern form under the work of Kohn and Sham in
19653, is a method for solving the Schrödinger equation for use in MD and
electronic structure calculations. It is based on the theory that the many
electron problem can be substituted by an electron density projected over
space. This approach therefore reduces the number of dependent variables
in the Schrödinger equation to just one. The Kohn-Sham approach, and the
Harris-Foulkes4 method utilised in FIREBALL, requires a number of
approximations to calculate the forces involved. These approximations and
DFT are discussed in section 2.2.1 to 2.2.6.

Tight binding theory, which is similar to the linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO), was originally introduced in 1929.5 The implementation of
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this in FIREBALL as well as in other popular MD packages is discussed in
this chapter and the next. As a basic summary, the electron wavefunctions
are modeled as being centered on the atom to which they belong, and
allowed to go to zero at some cutoff distance from the atom. This
approximation is acceptable as it can be shown that the energy
Eigenfunctions of any bound electron fall away quickly with distance from its
host atom. A more in-depth discussion of this methodology is presented in
the rest of this chapter.

In Chapter 5 an outline of the implementation of exact exchange within the

FIREBALL suite is presented. As discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3,
exchange and correlation are fundamental issues in computational physics.
Exact exchange is a method for modeling the exchange in a more accurate
way than was previously possible. This ongoing work is developing towards
a platform for calculating a reflectance anisotropic (RA) spectrum from first
principles which it is intended to ultimately merge with the current rewriting of
the FIREBALL code using the more modern Fortran 90 language. Fortran
90 allows for further optimisation of the algorithms used. These are also
discussed in Chapter 5.

2.2 Background.
Starting from the time-independent Schrödinger equation for an isolated Nelectron system, and using the Born-Oppenheimer non-relativistic
approximation given by:
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!

!

!

!

!

!

ĤΨ = EΨ!

!

!

!

!

2.4

Ĥ = T + VN E + VEE!

!

!

!

2.5

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator,
!

!

!

!

!

in which T is the kinetic energy operator, VNE is the electron-nucleus
attraction energy operator and VEE is the electron-electron repulsion operator.
In more explicit form, each of these terms can be rewritten as:

!

!

!

N
�

N
N
�
�
1 2
1
Ĥ =
(− ∇i ) +
v(ri ) +
2
r
i=1
i<j ij
i=1

! !

!

2.6

where all symbols have their usual meanings and v is the potential acting on
electron i, due to nuclei of charges Zα, given by:

!

!

!

!

!

v(ri ) = −

� Zα
riα !
α

!

!

!

!

2.7

In equation 2.4, E is the electronic energy and Ψ = Ψ(x1, x2, x3, ... xn) is the
wavefunction and xn represents the coordinates of each, sometimes with the
addition of the spin as a fourth dimension.

Equation 2.4 must be solved within appropriate boundary conditions: the
wavefunctions must be well behaved throughout all space, and decay to zero
at infinity, or be subject to some other periodic boundary condition for a
regular infinite solid.

The Born-Oppenheimer approach6 separates the Schrödinger equation into
an electronic part and a nuclear part. It is the first approximation made in
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almost all quantum mechanical calculations, as it allows the wavefunctions to
be separated into the kinetic energy, the electrostatic potential due to the
nucleus and the potential due to other electrons. Of course, in the presence
of other fields, there would be more terms in, for example, equation 2.4. The
assumption is that the electrons respond immediately to nuclear motion, and
this can be dealt with separately. With systems of more than one electron, it
greatly simplifies finding solutions to the Schrödinger equation.6,7

2.2.1 Hartree-Fock Approximation.
Early attempts to numerically solve the Schrödinger equation for many-body
systems were based on Hartreeʼs method.7 Hartree was reportedly seeking a
non-empirical method to solve the Schrödinger equation for complex
systems by assuming that any one electron moves in a potential that is the
spherical average of all other electrons and the nucleus.8 The spherical
average is assumed to be centered on the nucleus and calculation of it by
numerical integration for any one electron requires knowledge of the
wavefunctions of all other electrons and the nucleus. The method requires an
approximation to be made which is then used to solve for the wavefunctions
of all bodies, whereupon an improved approximation is arrived at, and the
process repeated from this new starting point. The method became known
as the self consistent field (SCF) theory because of this process of iteration.
Later, the method was clarified by Fock with an explanation of the validity of
its operation using the variational principle.6 The variational principle
essentially states that any Ansätze to the ground-state solution of a system
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must have higher energy than the exact solution. This leads to an iterative
approach to solving the Hartree-Fock equation numerically.

The variational principle states that a measurement of some observable, for
example energy, is always higher than or equal to the actual ground state
energy of a system (that is, it is never lower). Given that:

E[Ψ] =
!

!

!

!

!

�Ψ | Ĥ | Ψ�
�Ψ | Ψ� ! !

!

!

!

2.8

where the square brackets indicate that E is a functional of ψ, and all other
symbols are as before, any measurement of E results in a value that is, by
definition, greater than or equal to E0. Therefore:
!

!

!

!

!

!

E[Ψ] ≥ E0 !!

!

!

!

!

2.9

Thus the energy computed from a guessed Ψ is an upper boundary to the
ground state energy. The true ground energy can be calculated by finding the
minimum of the functional E[Ψ]. This is known as the variational theorem,
which is very useful in these calculations.

Using the variational theorem, we can now look for a method to solve for the
ground state of a system by applying an approximation to Ψ and E0 and
iteratively converge on a better solution.

The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation is a method whereby the
wavefunction, Ψ, is approximated as an antisymmetrised product of
orthonormal spin orbitals Ψi(x). Each of these spin orbitals is itself a product
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of spatial orbitals ϕk(r) and a spin function σ(s) = α(s) or β(s). The method
essentially is the determination of these orthonormal orbitals in such a way
as to minimise the energy as calculated in equation 2.8.

So the Hamiltonian for any system is the sum of smaller Hamiltonians that
make up the system:

!

!

!

!

!

!

Ĥ ≈

N
�

Ĥ(i)
!

i=1

!

!

!

2.10

By normalising the integral of the HF wavefunction, as done in all real-world
quantum mechanical calculations, we can develop a method to calculate the
expectation value of the energy. The expectation value of the energy is then
given by9:

EHF = �ΨHF
where,

N
�

N
1 �
| Ĥ | ΨHF � =
Hi +
(Jij − Kij )
2
i=1
i,j=1

�
�
1
Hi = ψi∗ (x) − ∇2 + v(x) ψi (x)dx
2
��
1 ∗
Jij =
ψi (x1 )ψi∗ (x1 )
ψ (x2 )ψj (x2 )dx1 dx2
r12 j
�

Kij =

��

ψi∗ (x1 )ψj (x1 )

1
ψi (x2 )ψj∗ (x2 )dx1 dx2
r12

2.11

2.12
2.13

2.14

These integrals are all real, J and K are positive. J is known as the Coulomb
integral and is the Coulombic repulsion between electrons. K is the exchange
integral, for which there is no classic counterpart. It comes about because
the electrons are two identical particles and the integral can be seen as the
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interaction between two states in which the coordinates of the particles are
exchanged. The exchange integral is therefore a result of the Pauli Principle.
For more detail on this see ref [9 sec. 1.3]. The solution must proceed
iteratively, since the orbitals that solve the problem also appear in the
operator. Hence the name, the set of equations become self-consistent. This
method gives orbitals that are highly localised, and are useful for some
purposes, such as when evaluating a highly ionic system.10

The usual implementation of the HF theory, and other related methods, is to
employ some set of one-electron basis functions, for which orbitals are
expanded and many-electron wavefunctions are expressed. This allows the
problem to be transformed into one or more matrix Eigenvalue problems of
high dimension, where matrix elements are calculated from arrays of
integrals evaluated for the basis functions,χp, for example, see equation 6 of
ref [9 sec. 1.3].

Up to this point, a general framework for solving the functionals involved in
these sort of calculations has been presented. However, this is limited in a
number of ways. For example, any purely quantum mechanical effects have
not yet been accounted for, and certain modifications now need to be made.

2.2.2 Correlation energy.
One of the inherent errors of the HF formulation is that it does not take into
account the so-called “correlation energy”. To be precise, the difference
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between the exact energy of a known system and the energy calculated by
the HF method is known as the correlation energy, i.e:
!

!

!

!

HF
Ecorr
= E − EHF !!

!

!

!

!

2.15

This difference comes about because within the HF, the wavefunction is
approximated by a single Slater Determinant, or some other approximation.
This causes an error because the exact solution is never that simple.

There are many approximations in the literature to deal with the correlation
energy and to correct for this error. Often it is bundled in with the exchange
energy and both exchange and correlation are dealt with simultaneously,
called the exchange-correlation (XC) energy. Popular methods for dealing
with the XC are discussed below in implementation of Density Functional
Theory.

2.2.3 Electron Density.
The final fundamental piece of theoretical information required for
understanding the basic background theory is the use of electron density. In
terms of Ψ, the electron density ρ(r), which is the number of electrons per
unit space of a given state, is

ρ(r) = N
!

�

···

�

2

|Ψ(x1 , x2 , · · · , xN | ds1 dx1 · · · dxN

!

2.16

By inspection, it can be seen that this is a non-negative function and that the
integration over all space will be equal to N, the total number of electrons in
the system.
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The electron density is very useful for numerical calculations, and can be
combined with the HF or a similar theory. It allows for the rewriting of the
Schrödinger equation in terms of a single variable, namely ρ(r), which is far
easier to work with. For the many-electron Schrödinger equation, the T and
Vee terms are dependent on the overall number of electrons in the system
( = ∫ ρ (r) dr ) and the Vne term is dependent on electron density in the vicinity
of r.9

An expression in ρ(r) is acquired by applying the variational principle to the
electron density formulation of the Hartree Fock method (see Yang and
Parrʼs book on the subject, ref. [9]). The origin of the exchange-correlation
error discussed above is in the Vne term and approximations to solving this
issue are explained in Section 2.2.5.

For an N electron system, the external potential, v(r) completely fixes the
Hamiltonian when considering the ground state only. Thus, N and v(r)
determine the properties of the ground state of the system. Hohenberg and
Kohn proved in 1965 that “The external potential v(r) is determined, within a
trivial additive constant, by the electron density ρ(r).”11

Since ρ(r) determines also the number of electrons, it can be shown that ρ(r)
also determines the ground state of the wavefunction and all other electronic
properties of the system.
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Consider the electron density ρ(r) for the non-degenerate ground state of
some N-electron system. N is determined by simply integrating over all
space. However, ρ(r) can also be used to determine v(r) and, therefore, all
other properties of the system.

The issue of exchange correlation then arises because the external potential
term will always result in a resultant E that is higher than the actual E.

The Hamiltonian can be rewritten in terms of electron density, giving:

!

!

!

!

!

!

where
!

!

E [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vne [ρ] + Vee [ρ]
�
=
ρ(r)v(r)dr + FHK [ρ]
!

FHK [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee [ρ]!

!

!

!

2.17

!

2.18

The exchange correlation energy can then be expressed as part of the Vee
term as:
!

!

!

!

!

Vee [ρ] = J [ρ] + Vxc [ρ]! !

!

!

2.19

where J[ρ] is the classical electron-electron repulsion discussed above in
section 2.2.1 and Vxc [ρ] is the nonclassical electron repulsion, or the
exchange-correlation (XC) term.
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2.2.4 Density Functional Theory.
Density functional theory takes the principles outlined above to a more
workable form for numerical calculation. The theories of Hohnenberg, Kohn
and Sham3,11must be outlined here in order to clarify the solutions used.

Kohn and Sham succeeded in showing that if we take the energy due to the
XC term as given by:9

!

!

!

!

LDA
Exc
[ρ] =

�

ρ(r)�xc (ρ)dr

!!

!

!

2.20

The corresponding potential is then:

!

!

!

LDA
vxc
(r)

LDA
δExc
∂�xc (ρ)
=
= �xc (ρ(r)) + ρ(r)
δρ(r)
∂ρ ! 2.21

Applying this to an atom, a molecule or a solid is essentially the same as if
the XC energy for a non-uniform system can be found by applying the
uniform electron gas results to infinitesimal portions of the non-uniform
electron distribution, each having ρ(r)dr electrons, and then summing over
all space. This is known as the local density approximation (LDA):

!

!

!

!

Exc [n] =

�

�xc (n)n(r)dr

!

!

!

!

2.22

The LDA is applicable to systems with slowly varying densities but cannot be
justified for highly inhomogeneous systems. It is most valid when applied to
calculations on solids. The Perdew and Zunger implementation of LDA12 is
used in the FIREBALL suite.
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The other XC approximation available within the FIREBALL suite is a
Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA), and the implementation of Lee,
Yang and Parr ref [13] is used in FIREBALL. The GGA takes what we have
for the LDA but adds a gradient in the n terms, resulting in a better
approximation to the exact result but at a computational cost. Rather than
hypothesizing uniform density “pockets” of infinitesimal size, these pockets
now contain a gradient. An example of such an implementation can be found
in ref [13].

Combining all the above into a formalism gives nearly equivalent results to
solving for the system analytically, especially if the GGA is chosen over the
LDA. However, the computational cost is still very high. The method listed
above requires the modeling of every electron in the system, even those that
have little or no effect on the chemistry, the core electrons. For this reason,
we introduce the idea of pseudopotentials, as now explained.

2.2.5 Pseudopotentials.
Around the nucleus, the wavefunctions of electrons are not very smooth. In
this “core” region, the electrons do not interact in any major way with the
solid. When attempting to model the electron-electron interactions, a popular
approximation is the use of “pseudopotentials” in this core-electron region.
Essentially, the electron wavefunctions at this level are replaced with smooth
pseudopotential wavefunctions. This is not an uncommon approximation in
molecular dynamics implementations.14 The fact that the valence electrons
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are responsible for chemical bonding, whereas core electrons are generally
unchanged in a different environment, makes this a very reasonable
approximation. This means that only the valence electrons need to be
accounted for in a self-consistent calculation.15 Computationally, the
pseudopotential wavefunctions are far easier to deal with when calculating
the electron density as outlined above. By using the pseudopotential
approximation, the Hartree potential, vH, and the exchange correlation, vxc,
terms are now only evaluated for the valence electrons in veff and only for the
valence density, ρV. The core electrons are accounted for by replacing the
external potential, vext with a pseudopotential, vextPP . Hence:16
!

!

!

PP
vef f (ρv ) = vext
+ vH (ρv ) + vxc (ρv )!

!

!

2.23

There are a number of methods in the literature for modeling the core
electrons as a pseudopotential. The main criterion is that at some point, such
as the boundary between the core and valence electrons, the effective
potential is equivalent for a single atom of the element in question. 15,17

There are many ways to calculate the pseudopotentials, and no one method
is significantly superior in any way to another. Commonly followed
prescriptions include Kleinman and Bylander18, Vanderbilt19, Troullier and
Martins20 or Hamman and Schluter21. The pseudopotential approximation is
popular because it considerably reduces the number of electrons treated
explicitly in the calculations, greatly decreasing computational cost. Another
advantage is that the wavefunctions are smoother farther from the core, as
the nucleus affects the core electrons far more than outer electrons. The
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model used to describe the remaining electrons is simplified by ignoring the
effect of the core.

2.2.6 DFT Implementations.
There are many differing MD and DFT packages that have emerged since
the first formulation of the approach. The differences between them are in
some cases quite slight. One major implementation is the GTO, the
“Gaussian Type Orbitals”, or Gaussians. This models the integrations of
Gaussian functions which can be reduced by way of the Gaussian product
theorem to fewer and fewer required integrals. Gaussian functions are used
to model the orbitals in an LCAO implementation, where a four-center
integration can be reduced to two centers and then to one. It is based on the
work of S.F. Boys in 1950.22

Another major implementation is the plane-wave method (PW), as used in
the Vienna Ab-inito Simulation Package (VASP), ABINIT and CASTEP.
Within PW DFT23, it is usual to employ a pseudopotential scheme similar to
that previously discussed.24-26 The essential difference is that the
wavefunction of the entire system is modeled by a “plane-wave basis set” in
which, unlike in an LCAO implementation, the wavefunction is constructed to
model the entire system. The basis functions are then orthogonal, which is
lacking in the FIREBALL implementation until the application of the Lowdin
transformation. The PW method makes use of a Fourier transform of the
overall electron wavefunctions to model the electronic behaviour of a system.
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The limitation of this method is that it becomes very expensive
computationally with increasing cell size, whereas FIREBALL becomes
more expensive with the number of species involved.

2.3 Summary.
In this chapter the background theory to DFT is discussed as well as popular
approximations and implementations. Like FIREBALL, the SIESTA27
package uses a tight-binding model based on the Sankey-Nikwelski method.
This is discussed in greater depth in the next section. Unlike PW, the tightbinding model is based on spherical orbitals which are atomically centered.
This is explained in depth in the next chapter.
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3. FIREBALL.
3.1 Introduction.
This chapter deals with the many aspects of ab-initio calculations specific to
the FIREBALL suite. There are a number of programs that make up the
entire package, and these are dealt with as required. In Chapters 4 and 5,
the Create and Create-Lightning programs are discussed. The Create
program generates a number of tables which contain the data used by

FIREBALL to carry out its simulations. These tables contain all integrals
computed on a numerical grid for all one-, two- and three- center
interactions. These tables are collectively known as the Fdata. During
atomistic simulations the value of the integral at a specific point is gleaned
from the Fdata tables at runtime. The Create program uses pseudo-atomic
wavefunctions for each the of species of interest which is generated by
another program, Begin. The Begin program was not developed by the
author and is only mentioned where required.

3.2 The FIREBALL program.
The FIREBALL package, which was used in all computational work in this
project, uses an ab-initio tight-binding formulation that was first developed by
Sankey and Niklewsky.1 It is based on norm-conserving pseudopotentials2
and DFT within the LDA or GGA. Rather than the Kohn-Sham functional, the
Harris-Foulkes functional 3,4 is employed. The main difference between the
two is that the Harris-Foulkes functional depends solely on the input charge
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density, whereas Kohn-Sham is self-consistent. Self-consistency, as in the
Hartree-Fock method, is iterative, being dependent on both input and output
electron densities. FIREBALL also makes use of slightly excited pseudoatomic orbitals within a localised basis set for the atoms to calculate the
charge density. The electronic Eigenstates are expanded as a linear
combination of these pseudo-atomic orbitals. They are slightly excited due to
the boundary condition that they go to zero at and beyond some radius, rc,
that is:
!

!

!

!

!

[ψfatomic
ireball (r)|r≥rc = 0]!

!

!

!

3.1

which confines the wavefunction, and thus raises the energy levels, “exciting”
the electron. These orbitals are referred to as “fireballs”. When analytically
solving the atomic problem, the wavefunctions extend to infinity.

3.2.1 The Harris-Foulkes functional.
The FIREBALL suite uses the implementation of Harris and Foulkes3, as
described by Lewis et al.5 The Harris-Foulkes3,1,6 equation is written as:

Etot =

�
n

!

!

!

�n − Eee [ρ(r)] + Exc [ρ(r)] −
!

!

!

!

!

�
!

ρ(r)Vxc [ρ(r)]d3 r + Eion−ion
!

!

!

!

3.2

In equation 3.2, the first term is the band structure energy, and is the sum
over the occupied Eigenstates, ϵn, of the effective one-electron Hamiltonian:

!

!

!

!

�

�
1 2
− ∇ + V [ρ] ψn = �n ψn
2
! !
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The potential V,

!

!

!

V [ρ] = vion (r) +

�

ρ(r� )d3 r�
+ Vxc [ρ(r)]
|r − r� |
!!

!

3.4

is the sum of the ionic potential, vion(r), normally represented by a
pseudopotential, a Hartree potential (that is, the classical electron potential in
its ground state), and the exchange-correlation potential, Vxc. The rest of the
Harris Foulkes equation is broken down as the average electron-electron
energy, Eee:

!

!

!

!

1
Eee [ρ] =
2

��

ρ(r)ρ(r� )
drdr�
|r − r� |
! !

!

!

3.5

!

!

3.6

the ion-ion interaction energy Eion-ion

Eion−ion =
!

!

!

1 � Zi Zj
2 i,j |Ri − Rj |

!

!

!

where Z is the nuclear (or pseudopotential) charge of atom i at position Ri,
and the exchange-correlation energy, Exc.

MD is performed by evaluating the forces, Fi, on every atom i where:

!

!

!

!

!

Fi =

δEtot
δRi !

!

!

!

!

!

3.7

The previously-mentioned pseudoatomic “fireball” functions are used to solve
the Schrödinger equation. However, the “atom in a box” boundary condition
of the wavefunction raises the electronic energy levels as a result of the
confinement. The cutoff radii in this case are carefully chosen to minimise
errors with respect to the free atom state and so that the electronic
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Eigenvalues remain negative. The method used for choosing such cutoff
values is discussed in depth in reference [7].

Using these fireballs to evaluate the total energy, the forces on an atom at
position Rl are determined by taking the derivative of the total energy with
respect to Rl. The band structure force is evaluated using a variation of the
Hellman-Feynman theorem.1

Energies are found by solving equation 3.2. Using ρin as the input density, the
sum of the combined spherical atomic-like densities of all electrons in the
system in:

ρin (r) =
!

!

!

!

�
i

ni |φ(r − Ri )|2

! !

!

!

3.8

where ϕi(r - Ri) are the FIREBALL wavefunctions used to solve the
Schrödinger equation. The value of ni is the occupation number which is the
number of electrons occupying that specific atomic-like spherical density.
The total energy is then evaluated by using the a reference “atomic density”
by taking ni to be the occupation of these pseudo-orbitals in the neutral atom
rather than by self-consistent methods. This has been shown to yield results
that are more accurate than the Kohn-Sham equations when not used selfconsistently, and to be relatively inexpensive computationally.1,4

The FIREBALL boundary condition offers two other benefits to the
computational evaluation of molecular problems.5 Firstly, very sparse
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matrices can be generated for large systems because the range of hoppingmatrix elements on different atoms is limited. This achieves a boost in
computational efficiency. Secondly, somewhat serendipitously, the slight
excitation of atoms yields a good representation of solid-state charge
densities because it accounts for Fermi compression in solids.8

3.2.2 XC implementations in FIREBALL.
The exchange-correlation options available in FIREBALL are uniquely
suited to large-scale ab-initio MD.9 There are currently three
implementations. However, one of them is largely superseded by another,
and remains for legacy purposes. These three are the Sankey-Nikwelski
method,1 the Horsfield10 method and the Generalised Sankey-Nikwelski
method, which is also known as McWEDA or OLSXC6.

The Sankey-Nikwelsky method only applies to a minimised basis set
(specifically sp3). It has also been called “nearly uniform density
approximation”. It is based on the idea that the matrix elements of the
exchange-correlation potential can be rewritten as:
!

!

!

�φµ |Vxc [ρ]|φν � ≈ Vxc [ρ̄µν ]�φµ |φν �!

!

!

3.9

where the µ and ν indicate some quantum number arrangement and

ρ̄µν =
!

!

!

!

!

�φµ |ρ|φν �
�φµ |φν � !
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is termed the “average density”. An approximation is required when the
divisor, above, is equal to zero, and this was done for the sp3 basis set.1 This
makes it unsuitable for any problem with a significant valance-band electron
density, such as transition metals.

The Horsfield approximation1 is well suited to molecules and clusters of
atoms. It is based on a many-center expansion of (ρ(r) = Σ(ρi (r)), above. By
treating the problem as two separate cases, it is shown that:

!
!

�φµ |Vxc [ρ]|φν � ≈ �φµ |Vxc [ρi ]|φν � +
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

�
k�=i

�φµ |Vxc [ρi + ρk ] − Vxc [ρi ]|φν �

!

!

!

!

!
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known as the “atom” case in FIREBALL, and

�φµ |Vxc [ρ]|φν � = �φµ |Vxc [ρi + ρj ]|φν � +
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

�

k�=i,j

!

�φµ |Vxc [ρi + ρj + ρk ] − Vxc [ρi + ρj ]|φν �
!

!

!

!

!

3.12

known as the “ontop” case.

In each of these cases, the atomic sites of ϕμ, ϕν are given by i and j,
respectively. In the “atom” case i = j, whereas in the “ontop” case, i ≠ j.

This has been shown to be an accurate approach in many cases. However in
the atom case, there can be some discrepancy, and additional numerical
integrations are required.6,10,11 It is also quite expensive computationally.
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The McWEDA approximation is well suited to problems based on solids. It
combines both of the other two methods, as well as generalising the SankeyNikwelsky method.

To generalise the Sankey-Nikwelsky method, the atomic orbitals are replaced
with spherically symmetric orbitals when calculating the ρ terms. This
overcomes a number of issues. Firstly, we do not get a zero overlap for intramolecule orbitals (e.g. two s orbitals on a single atom). Furthermore, this
means that regions of positive overlap do not cancel out regions of negative
overlap, so the “importance” of a sample is no longer skewed by such a
measurement. This is done by separating the orbital into its radial and
angular parts, taking the root-mean-square of the radial and replacing the
angular part, i.e. the spherical harmonic, with that of a perfect sphere (i.e. Ylm
goes to Y00 regardless of orbital type.

The next step in coming to the McWEDA6 method is simply to plug in the
resultant expression, this time up to the second order, into the Horsfield
method. This results in:

�φµ |Vxc [ρ]|φν �

!

!

!

�φµ |Vxc [ρi ]|φν � + Vxc [ρ̄µν ]�φµ |φν �

≈

+
!

−

�
Vxc
[ρ̄µν ] (�φµ |ρ|φν � − ρ̄µν �φµ |φν �)

!

�
Vxc [ρ̄i ]�φµ |φν � − Vxc
[ρ̄i ] (�φµ |ρi |φν � − ρ̄i �φµ |φν �)

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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where, as before, µ and ν indicate some combination of applicable quantum
numbers for the species in question and φ indicates the spherically averaged
orbitals, and i and j again indicate the site of the orbital center and
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ρ̄i =
!

!

!

!

!

for the “atom” case and

�φµ |Vxc [ρ]|φν �

!

!

!

≈

+
−
!

�ϕµ |ρi |ϕν �
�ϕµ |ϕν � ! !

!

!

!
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�φµ |Vxc [ρi + ρj ]|φν � + Vxc [ρ̄µν ]�φµ |φν �

�
Vxc
[ρ̄µν ] (�φµ |ρ|φν � − ρ̄µν �φµ |φν �)

�
Vxc [ρ̄ij ]�φµ |φν � − Vxc
[ρ̄ij ] (�φµ |(ρi + ρj )|φν � − ρ̄ij �φµ |φν �)

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

3.15

!

!

!

3.16

similarly,

ρ̄ij =
!

!

!

!

for the “ontop” cases.

�ϕµ |(ρi + ρj )|ϕν �
�ϕµ |ϕν �
!

The Harris-Foulkes functional yields excellent results for strongly covalent
systems7 and has been shown to give results comparable to the LDA in non
self-consistent calculations. However, it is limited in that unsatisfactory
results are produced by the modeling of systems comprising species with
large electronegativity differences. This is because in Harris-Foulkes we
assume the occupation numbers of each orbital to be equivalent to the
neutral-atom values and second-order errors are produced as an extension
of this.4,7 In ionic, or even in non-pure-covalent systems, electrons move
from their neutral atom configurations and the solution of these calculations
requires an SCF approach.

3.2.3 Self-Consistency within FIREBALL.
The SCF reformulation of the Harris-Foulkes functional is referred to as
DOGS, for the authors of the paper (Demkov, Ortega, Grumbach and
Sankey in ref. [12]). Within the DOGS reformulation, a variance in the value
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of ni is introduced. Thus the energy functional is now dependent on n and we
vary the input density by changing the n term to (n0 + δn) in eq. 8, where n0 is
the neutral atom density, and apply a self-consistent calculation about this
new formulation for population. This incorporates long-range effects, rather
than the highly localised Harris-Foulkes non-SCF functional.7

The final element of the FIREBALL method relies on the fact that the
previously mentioned fireball orbitals are used. It has previously been
shown1 that no more than three centers (orbital centers) are required to
calculate all applicable integrals. As the FIREBALL method defines that any
orbital goes to zero after the limit of distance of rc1 + rc2, (i.e. for a two-center
interaction, given that all matrix elements are zero outside of the limits of
their cutoff radii, the maximum distance that need be considered is rc1 + rc2),
the calculations involved lend themselves to being pre-calculated and
tabulated.

This very property enhances the speed of FIREBALL calculations greatly. It
means that for all possible interactions of the species in any system of
interest, based on the XC, on the cutoffs and on which species are involved
or chosen, a table of integrals spaced on a numerical grid can be compiled
before any molecular dynamics simulations are carried out. Within the MD
simulation itself, the data in these tables is simply interpolated for the
required situation from this spatial grid.
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The benefit of this is that the integrals requiring tabulation can be precalculated en masse.13 The number of integrals required grows as order N3
with the number of species in the study. Thus pre-calculated integrals, which
we call Fdata , lend themselves to this kind of processor-scaling and is
especially beneficial in computational efficiency.

3.3 Developments in the FIREBALL package -Lightning.
In the years since FIREBALL was first developed, the Fortran language in
which FIREBALL is written has been updated and improved - FORTRAN77
became Fortran 90, which in turn has led to the minor upgrade that is Fortran
95 and the more heavily-revised Fortran 2003. One important new aspect
introduced in Fortran 90 is variable control, which eliminates precision issues
common in older versions of Fortran code, where double-precision may be
declared for some variables but not others. Double-precision simply means
usage of 16-bit real numbers instead single-precision 8-bit storage. Precision
issues can also cause a problem in compile time. The new package removes
these issues with an implementation that allows the user to decide on the
requisite precision at compile time only.

Another Fortran improvement is the introduction of “derived types”, similar to
“structs” in C++. This allows groups of variables to be sorted together in an
encompassing variable folder (in the sense of a filesystem). Previously, there
would be a large "library" of global variables to take care of information such
as the atomic number of a species in any large program. Globally required
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variables can now be bundled together in derived types. For example, this
means that under the type known as "species", a developer can access all
the data required on that species, such as its number of shells, cutoff
lengths, the name of the species and all other data pertinent to that data
type.

A further development in the Fortran language allows for much better control
of arrays. In older versions of the package, arrays had to be declared to a
maximum possible size at compile time. Now they can be dynamically
allocated, increasing the efficiency of the code. Arrays can also be operated
on directly rather than iterating through the array one space at a time to carry
out a summation or multiplication. This is a major simplification in writing
code and allows for compiler- or architecture-specific optimisation of array
handling.

The final notable newer feature of Fortran is the introduction of modular
programming. A module is a self-contained unit of code for a specific
purpose. The need to turn certain procedures "on" or "off" by input files has
effectively been removed. Instead the user can compile the code with only
the required modules, making for a smaller executable that is dynamically
streamlined for their intended purpose as well as minimising compile time
issues that may have slowed down users of the older code. Another
advantage of a modular approach is that developers can add modules, and
can avoid going through other subroutines in the suite to find where the new
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algorithm can sit comfortably and access the variables it requires during run
time when developing code.

This modular approach allows for core modules to be treated as "black
boxes" that can be put together like Lego bricks, simplifying development
further. There is no need now for branching in run-time via “goto” or “if”
statements, and adding new functionality to the suite simply requires writing
a new module that can be "plugged in" to the code.

The release of more advanced versions of Fortran spurred an effort to
rewrite the FIREBALL code from scratch, as part of the work for this thesis.
The revised structure simplifies the development of future features in the
suite and takes advantage of newer Fortran features. The project has been
called “Lightning” after its speed increases and a more intuitive modular code
base.

The initial and most obvious benefit is that the code has been greatly
simplified. The previous (now called FIREBALL '96) package continued to
be added to and enhanced over the years. This resulted in a code that is up
to date but had become quite monolithic, and difficult to develop further. The
large code base required by, for example, the FIREBALL suite, can
sometimes run into difficulty in compilation due to dependencies on libraries
as well as processor and compiler issues. Such issues are difficult to debug
in legacy code such as the ʼ96 package.
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Many improvements have been integrated into Lightning and the new Create
(the program used to create the pre-computed tables discussed above)
which achieves these goals admirably. Possibly the most effective aspect, is
that the '96 package used many "if" statements. "If" statements allow for the
code to set up different calculations based on some state of the input. This
allows for extensive user control over code operations by using input files (in
plaintext) containing on and off tags. However, it makes the code difficult to
follow as well as slowing down the overall runtime of the package. By
employing modular programming, this is no longer an issue.

In the new package, output files are now "format free" making them easier to
use outside of the package itself. There are now index files showing the user
exactly which data is where on output.

Finally, extensive testing was carried out to optimise the methods employed
in Create for carrying out integrations. The current implementation of these
algorithms has proved itself to be both efficient in terms of computing
resources and consistent in delivering accurate results.

The suite's overall performance and operability have thus been enhanced for
both users and developers. The complexity of the code has been reduced.
This rewrite of FIREBALL has proved to be challenging, its results will show
that it was worthwhile. Preliminary in-house testing indicates a significant
increase in speed arising from the new optimisations within Fortran.
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As a member of the team developing the Lightning package, this project
entailed rewriting the entire Create suite as well as modules of FIREBALLLightning. This has included the evaluation of adaptive numerical integration
techniques14,15 into FIREBALL and has allowed for the further development
of more advanced features in FIREBALL.

This ongoing effort finally makes it possible to create a module for

FIREBALL which will allow us to calculate an absorbance spectrum from
the DFT results - a vital step towards the goal of full optical property
calculations of solids. This will allow for the simulation of experimental
techniques such as reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS), which makes

FIREBALL a very powerful tool in the future for the characterisation of
nanoscale systems and the comparison with experimental results on a direct
level. This has already facilitated the development of an exact exchange
module within FIREBALL, which is a major accomplishment towards the
calculation of optical spectra.

The overall improvements in FIREBALL-Lightning make it far more portable
than before as well as minimising its run-time. The simplifications introduced
by derived type variables and modular programming make development for
the suite far simpler than before. Within Lightning we now have a new tool
that is incredibly versatile for energy calculations and simulations.
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3.4 Summary.
This chapter discussed the many aspects of ab-initio simulations that are
particular to the FIREBALL methodology. The implementation of the
methods used is discussed in detail and the differences between FIREBALL
and FIREBALL-Lightning are explained. In the following two chapters the
program which generates the Fdata for FIREBALL is discussed and the
development of that program for the FIREBALL-Lightning suite is explained
in detail.
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4. The Create Program.
4.1 Introduction.
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, one of the advantages of the FIREBALL
package is its overall speed. In MD simulations it has been shown to
approach an Order(n) scalability.1 Speed is achieved because all the
interactions between atoms are pre-compiled into a dataset for the
calculation known as the Fdata. Within the Fdata are a number of files
corresponding to each interaction, calculated over a regularly-spaced
numerical grid for two-center and three-center interactions. When the

FIREBALL program itself is run, these tables are read into memory and
interpolation is carried out to find interaction values for specific distances
between orbitals as part of the MD or other such calculation. This chapter
and Chapter 5 deal with the Create program which computes the Fdata.

4.1.1 Overview of Create.
The Create program is essentially the workhorse of the FIREBALL package.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the matrix elements Hij and Sij (the Hamiltonian
and the overlap) go to exactly zero beyond some cutoff distance (rci + rcj).
This means that there is a finite and acceptable range over which the
integrals of interactions need be calculated. Because these interaction tables
depend only on the atom type, the chosen rc values and the type of
exchange correlation functional chosen, they need to be calculated only once
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for a set of atomic species. As long as the criteria donʼt change the Fdata can
be reused for a number of simulations.

This precompiled Fdata approach contrasts with methods that calculate
interaction integrals as they are needed, which can be computationally
inefficient due to calculation repetition. It also contrasts with methods that
evaluate integrals once per geometry and then store them to disk during the
self-consistent procedure, leading to the disadvantage of extensive disk I/O
(slowing the calculation) and computational cost. By evaluating integrals
before any MD is carried out, FIREBALL’s Fdata approach attempts to
reduce the disadvantages inherent in both these approaches. Within the

FIREBALL program the pre-compiled interaction integrals generated by
Create are loaded into RAM for fast access. When integrals that require
evaluation are needed, an interpolation is carried out between data points
taken from the tables in the Fdata.

The generation of Fdata within the Create program lends itself to
parallelisation by breaking down the number of integrals required by the
interaction type and the species. Each of these integrals may be evaluated
on various nodes in a cluster. Parallelisation is important in the generation of
Fdata because the number of data files generated is Order(N3) dependent on
the number of electrons, N. By spreading this load out to a number of
processors, calculation time can be greatly reduced. This scalability by
parallelisation and over a number of species is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1- Scalability diagram from [2], carried out on an SGI Origin 2000 system in
Los Alamos National Laboratory, showing scaling with increased number of species and
processors.

4.2 Interactions implemented within Create.
Within Create a number of interactions must be calculated and a number of
optional interactions can be calculated. The following is a brief summary of
these.
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cutoffs of the pseudoatomic wavefunction, the integral is exactly zero, this is
shown pictorially in figure (4.2).1
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Figure 4.2- Pictorial representation of two-center interactions in Create representing e.g.
the overlap interation, beyond some distance between centers the integral is zero.

1. Overlap.
The overlap integral is required for most interactions and is described in any
introductory text on the subject of quantum mechanics3. In FIREBALL we
use the pseudoatomic wavefunctions to evaluate this:

�φµ |φν �
where ϕµ and ϕν are two pseudo-atomic wavefunctions.

2. VNL (Voltage Non-Local).
The Non-Local Potential is due to the pseudopotential of the non-local shells
of atoms. Non-local pseudopotential terms are expressed as the overlap
between a pseudoatomic wavefunction ϕµ NL and atomic wavefunction ψν:
L
�
�φN
µ (r)|ψν (r )�
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3. VNA (Voltage Neutral-Atom).
The Neutral-Atom Potential is due to the pseudopotential of local atoms on a
two-center interaction. As described in Section 3.2, there are three cases for
VNA:
ontop L:

�φµ (r)|vµ (r)|φν (r� )�
ontop R:

�φµ (r)|vν (r� )|φν (r� )�
and the “atom” case:

�φiµ (r)|vν (r� )|φiµ (r)�

where v is the potential operator and all other symbols are as described
earlier.

4. Dipole interactions.
The integral of the general two-center matrix elements are of the form
<ϕ1 | r | ϕ2>. These are the dipole terms. The z-dipole is required for the SCF
calculations.

�φµ (r)|z|φµ (r� )�
where z is the z-component position operator on the pseudo-wavefunctions,
and thus describes the electron density in this direction.
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5. Coulomb potential.
The Coulomb potential is simply the short-range coulomb potential using
spherical densities. It is described by:

�
6. Kinetic potential.

��
�
�
� |φν (r)|2 3 �
φµ (r) ��
d r�� φµ (r)
|r − r� |

The Kinetic Energy interaction matrix elements are calculated for two atomic
species. The electronic KE is calculated in k-space to avoid numerically
solving the derivatives, saving computational time. They are represented by:

�

� 2
� �
��
�
2
φµ ��
∇ �� φµ
2m

where all variables have their standard meaning.

7. Average Density.
Charge density is required for both implementations of the exchangecorrelation interaction within FIREBALL. This is explained in Section 3.2.2.
Again we have three cases, those being ontop L/R and Atom.

� r |φν �
�φµ |∇

�

where ∇r is the position operator.

8. Spherically-Averaged Density.
Spherically-averaged electron density is the same as that in 7 above, but
with spherically-weighted wave functions rather than atomic wavefunctions.
This is also needed for XC calculations.
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9. Spherical Overlap.
Overlap using the spherical wavefunctions approximation.

10. Dnuxc.
Double-precision Extended Hubbard XC interactions, given by:

�

ρα (r)ρβ (r)νxc [ρ0 (r)]

Where ρα is the electron density of one spin orientation, and ρβ is that of the
other spin.

11. Exchange Correlation.
As overviewed in the previous chapter, the Horsfield4 XC interactions are
given by:
�
i�=j

φµ |Vxc [ρi + ρj ] − Vxc [ρi ]|φν �

where all symbols have their standard meanings.

4.2.2 Three-Center interactions.
Three-center (3C) interactions in Create are evaluated using a bond-charge
scheme. The three centers form a plane (the π - σ plane). The σ axis
connects two centers, where the orbitals µ and ν reside, with the origin
assigned to the midpoint between them. The position of the third center is
defined relative to this origin. This is depicted in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3- General schematic of the 3C interaction scheme, showing two centers on
the z-axis and a third off-axis orbital center at some angle, θ, from the axis .

As with 2C interactions, all interactions in 3C go to zero when a certain limit
of distance is reached. In 3C, this is when dbc > rca + rcb. We again build Fdata
files based on iteratively moving the atoms in figure 4.3 labeled a and b apart
from dbc = 0 to dbc = rca + rcb and d = 0 to d = rcc. This is done for five angles
of θ, which is sufficient for the interpolation algorithms in the FIREBALL
program. The five angles for θ are chosen such that cos(θ) = 0, 1/√3, -1/√3, √
(3/5) and -√(3/5). This results in five equations with five unknowns which are
solved and the process is repeated over the range of values of d and dbc.
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The three-center interactions that are needed for FIREBALL are:

1. Bond-Charge Neutral Atom (BCNA) which refers to the neutral and
charged atom potentials. This is the 3C analog of the VNA in the 2C.

2. Den3C is the 3C density,as in the case of the 2C version. It is required for
the OLSXC and SNXC XC options.

3. DenS3C is the 3C density in the spherical approximation, again, a 3C
expansion of above.

4. XC3C is the Horsfield XC matrix terms in 3C

4.3.1 Create 2006.
Prior to the improvements made as part of this work, the implementation of
the Create program used input based on three major input files as well as an
information file for each species in the study, giving four file types in total.
The three major files are switch.input, theory.input and create.input. For the
silicon carbide and indium on silicon studies carried out for this work, the old
Create was used. For this reason, an overview is included here.

The first input file, switch.input contains a number of input toggles. It is a list
of ʻ1ʼ or ʻ0ʼ for each of the interactions described in the section above. More
precisely, it breaks down each of the inputs above into each of their
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constituent interactions (for example, vna ontop L =1, vna ontop R = 1 and
vna atom =1), in total some 20 separate toggles.

The second, theory.input specifies, again by a number of ʻ0ʼ or ʻ1ʼ values,
toggles according to which theories the user wishes to specify. DOGS can be
toggled here, as well as HARRIS, SNXC, OLSXC. These are all described in
the theory in Chapters 2 and 3. A sample of the theory.input is shown in
figure 4.4.

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0, 3, 3

! itest
! iharris
! idogs
! ihubbard
! ispin
! ixc_opt, option for SNXC and OLSXC
! ioomethod, Note B
! igauss3C, accuracylevel (default = 3)

!Note A: "1" means ON (This is usually the correct switch),
"0" means off.
!Note B: ioomethod is not ready to work now, will be fixed it
later.
Figure 4.4- Screen shot image of the theory.input file for Create-2006

The theory.input file is similar in format, but considerably shorter than
switch.input. In this file, itest can in essence always be set to 0. Setting it to 1
means: “ignore the rest of switch.input” and is only used when debugging the
code. The iharris, idogs, ihubbard and ispin tags turn on or off the Harris
integrals, DOGS integrals, extended-hubbard integrals and spin-density XC
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interactions, respectively. The ixc_opt flag chooses between using SNXC or
McWEDA (OLSXC) as described previously. The ioomethod toggle is
currently redundant and the igauss3C option toggles on or off Gaussian
fitting approximations to the three center interactions, reducing accuracy, but
also greatly reducing run-time. This is usually done to check input
parameters before generating a full Fdata set.

The third input file is the create.input. It lists the molecule files of each of the
species for which we are calculating the Fdata.

3
Species1.3t.inp
Species2.3t.inp
Species3.3t.inp

nspec=Number of species

Figure 4.5- Screen shot image of the create.input files.

The remaining input files are those referenced in create.input. The naming
convention of these files is generally: ATOMICSYMBOL.PPTYPE.input
where PPTYPE is the pseudopotential theory used, for example, the “3t” in
the create.input above implies LDA (the ʻ3ʼ) within the Troullier-Martin PP (the
ʻtʼ). For example, the Oxygen input file, (O.3t.input) is shown in figure 4.6.
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O
atom name
8
atomic number
15.999
atomic mass
cinput/3t/008.pp
pseudopotential filename
cinput/3t/008_410.na0
neutral atom filename
2
number of shells
0
l of the shell-1
2.0
xn1 occupation number
3.6
cutoff
cinput/3t/008_360.wf1
wavefunction filename
cinput/3t/008_360.na1
state-1 potential filename
1
l of the shell-2
4.0
xn2 occupation number
4.1
cutoff
cinput/3t/008_410.wf2
wavefunction filename
cinput/3t/008_410.na2
state-2 potential filename
2
for xc - shell of changed charge
0.5
dq of the changed shell for xc
0.125 0.125
intra-atomic charge transfer

Figure 4.6- Screen shot image of one of the molecule files, in this case an Oxygen input
file with 2 shells.

The files referred to in this are the output from the pseudopotential generator
and the Begin program, which is also part of FIREBALL. The Begin program
generates the wavefunction, neutral atom, and non-neutral atom files, given
by the extension .wf*, .na0 and .na*, respectively.

The Fdata files, the output of Create, have a naming convention based on
the interaction type, species involved, shells of those species and in the case
of 3C, an integer value (01 to 05) corresponding to the value of θ that the file
corresponds to.
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A flow chart of the old Create code is in Appendix V. The following chapter
outlines the development of the new Create code; all interactions outlined
above are implemented in the newer Create code, as well as optimisations of
the algorithms involved in the new code.

4.4 Summary.
This chapter has introduced the Create program and its methodology within
the FIREBALL suite. The next chapter shows how this has been
significantly enhanced during the course of this work for FIREBALLLightning. In Chapter 5 we show the enhancements achieved by rewriting the
code base from the beginning and Chapters 6, 7 and 8 deal with the work
carried out using this and the older FIREBALL code.
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5. Development of the Create code.
5.1 Introduction.
With any package like FIREBALL there comes a point when the code base
needs to be rewritten, for further development to be possible. During the
course of the research for this thesis, the FIREBALL suite was rewritten as

FIREBALL-Lightning, which is a faster implementation of the code. This
chapter discusses the rewriting of the Create program for FIREBALLLightning, the final result being the Create-Lightning program.
5.2 Fortran95.1,2,3
Much of the FIREBALL and Create code dated back to the FORTRAN77
era. Since the advent of Fortran90/95, many features have become
obsolescent, meaning that they were marked for deletion in future Fortran
versions.1

Many of the advantages of newer versions of Fortran were outlined and
discussed in the previous chapter. How these new features apply to the
Create code specifically is next discussed here. For clarity, in this chapter the
older Create program is referred to as Create-2006 and the new program is
called Create-Lightning.

Firstly, there is a new automatic optimisation of loops which is very useful in

Create-LIghtning, due to the sheer number of iterations and integrations that
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must be carried out to generate an Fdata set. Where possible, the compiler
can “unroll” loops, which makes them run faster by turning them into
command lists rather than an actual loop. Hard-coded loops that have been
unrolled are more efficient as there are less branches for the computer to
execute in run-time.

The previously-described array operations also remove the need to
specifically code in loops to work through an array. As mentioned before, this
also means that at compile-time, architecture-specific optimisations4 can be
implemented. This also applies to structs, which make data handling in
Create-Lightning far more intuitive.

Secondly, for each interaction described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we now
have a specific plugin module. This eliminates the toggle files that are
discussed in Section 4.3.1 and required for Create-2006, simplifying both the
usability and extensibility of the code.

Thirdly, a feature which was tested, but eventually not used, from newer
Fortran versions is recursion. Recursion in this context is the ability of a
function or subroutine to call itself. It is a feature first added in Fortran90. It
allows for adaptive quadrature to be implemented because it allows for a
function to call another incidence of itself until some parameter is met.

The last addition to the Fortran90 specification that should be mentioned at
this point is the concept of interfaces. Previously, in FORTRAN77, it was only
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possible to pass number variables and character strings between functions
and subroutines. By defining an interface, a function or subroutine can be
passed as an argument to a different function or a subroutine. As a tool, this
is one of the most powerful features of the new Create-Lightning program. It
means that instead of having reused code in every module for an interaction,
the core code can contain subroutines to carry out, for example, the grid
iterations and integrations needed for all interactions; then, only the actual
mathematical function being evaluated need be passed in as a piece of
code, and all other tasks are completed around that function.

These newer Fortran features are invaluable in making code run more
efficiently. Where possible, they are used to their fullest potential in the
rewrite of FIREBALL. In essence, the new code is far easier to read than
the monolithic older implementation. It is clearer and simpler to add new
features as modules, and the code runs faster than before, even on a single
processor machine.

5.3 The Create-Lightning Program.
The rewrite of FIREBALL is outlined in the previous chapter. This section
deals more specifically with the Create program. Where possible we made
use of the newer features in Fortran95 and later releases, such as array
functions, derived types, and modularisation.
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The entire Create code was rewritten during this work. As well as the
modularisation of interactions mentioned in Section 5.1, other changes in the
new Create-Lightning code are that the Fdata files now have no headers instead a set of index files is generated. There are a number of reasons for
this. First, it makes it easier to make Create-Lightning append an already
existent Fdata set, should the user wish to add more interactions or species.
Second, by using index files, the user can see far more easily what has been
compiled in the Fdata, thus not relying entirely on a naming convention
adopted for the Fdata directories as was previously done. In run tests the
new Create-Lightning code completed a generation of a full Fdata in about
85% of the time taken by older versions when run on a single processor.

For each of the modules written to calculate the interactions described in
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the output was compared directly to the output of
Create-2006 to ensure that they both corresponded. Furthermore, an Fdata
from Create-2006 was modified by removing the headers from files to allow it
to be read by FIREBALL-Lightning, and results from new Create-Lightning/

FIREBALL-Lightning were compared with Create-2006/FIREBALLLightning and Create-2006/FIREBALL-2006. This procedure was required
to ensure that all new modules were working as expected. At time of writing,
no uncorrected errors have been found. Each module contains only what is
unique to the interaction, and calls core subroutines to carry out the rest.
This minimises the code base, which is an advantage in debugging and
simplifying the usability of the code.
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Allocate
memory for
each compiled
interaction

Create
Program

Declare all
required
interaction
modules for
compile.

Allocate
memory for
Fdata
Structure for all
interactions.

Read
create.inp for
species
information

Call each 2C
interaction
compiled

Read
Wavefunctions
for each
species

Allocate
memory for
each 3C
compiled
interaction

Read Neutral
atom potential
for each
species

Allocate
memory for 3C
Fdata
Structure for all
interactions.

Read Pseudo
Potential for
each species

Call each 3C
interaction
compiled
Initialise
memory
structures for
2C interactions
END
Figure 5.1- Abridged flow diagram of New Create.
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A Fortran program was written to run through all values within the output files
directly from both Create-Lightning and Create-2006. The output files within
each Fdata were compared. This was possible because all Fdata files are on
a real-space grid and should be equivalent. If the calculated result at any
point for any interaction differed by some small amount, such as 0.001%, a
flag was raised. This assisted in finding bugs and confirming that the new
Create-Lightning program gave the same results, shown to be correct in a
number of previous publications, as the Create-2006 program.

5.4.1 Quadrature Optimisation.
As part of the effort to speed up the code, an attempt was made to add a
new integration routine, based on adaptive Simpsonʼs quadrature.5

Simpsonʼs rule is standard in any basic mathematics text book. For the most
part, within Create-2006, we had employed a Simpsonʼs rule numerical
integrator with the interval set at d/107, where d = rc1 + rc2. The dividend of
107 was chosen by the authors of the original Create-2006 program and has
survived by legacy, having been found by trial-and-error to be a balance
between computational accuracy and computational speed. Throughout the
history of the Create-2006 program, this appeared sufficient. However, with
the Create-Lightning, it was felt that the time had come to attempt to update
this to something more modern and efficient, such as an adaptive Simpsonʼs
implementation.
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The adaptive Simpsonʼs implementation is only possible within Fortran90/95
and more recent Fortran versions because of their ability to pass a function
to a function. Thus a routine can be sent to a function called
“adap_simpson”, for example, along with the limits of integration and
tolerance arguments.

The adaptive Simpson's method is based on estimating the error arising from
calculating a definite integral using Simpson's rule. If the error exceeds a
user-specified tolerance, the algorithm calls for halving the interval of
integration and applying the adaptive Simpson's method to each subinterval
in a recursive manner. This continues until6:
!

!

!

|S(a, b) + S(b, c) − S(a, c)| ≤ 15� !

!

!

5.1

where a and b are the ends of an interval with midpoint c, S() is the Simpson's
rule estimate of that interval and ϵ is the lowest non-zero number that the
computer architecture can resolve, which is dependent on the compile
parameters. The 15 ensures that estimates obtained are exact for
polynomials of degree 5 or less. (This is shown in ref. [6]). The value of ϵ in
single precision is 1.1920929E-07, in double precision is
2.220446049250313E-016 and in quadruple precision is
1.925929944387235853055977942584927E-0034. This corresponds to the
real numbers being 4, 8 or 16 bit, respectively, on the Intel X86 architecture
used in the Lewis Groupʼs computational cluster.
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The “adaptive” part of the algorithm works by looking at the result of 3
evaluations of an area. The first is to numerically evaluate the integrand
between two points. The second and third evaluate half that interval each. If
the result of the first is greater than a specific tolerance of the sum of the
second and third, the program calls itself with tighter limits of integration,
splitting the intervals into even smaller sections.6 Once tolerance is reached
these smaller intervals can be summed to find the result.

There are two main advantages to this method over a standard Simpsonʼs
calculation. Firstly, because it is “hunting” until it reaches a specific tolerance,
for well-behaved functions there is less computation required to evaluate a
function. Secondly, it is more exact than a standard Simpsonʼs rule
implementation as it is not limited by the set interval parameters inherent in
standard Simpsonʼs rule.

As a first step, an adaptive Simpsonʼs algorithm was implemented within a
stand-alone program and tested extensively. For simple trigonometric
functions the adaptive Simpsonʼs routines worked smoothly and effectively.
The subroutine produced results that were within 0.01% of analytically
derived results up to polynomials of order 6 without any issue. After that,
results were within 1%, which is acceptable as adaptive Simpsonʼs algorithm
is no longer accurate at this order of polynomial. Once we moved to
polynomial expressions of order > 8, there was appreciable discrepancy
between exact solutions and the functionʼs solution. (A table of these results
can be found in Appendix I.)
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Input of
Function and
integration
limits.

Find
Result-1: area
under curve
using
Simpson!s 3
point rule.

Split limits
into regions “A”
and “B”

Find area of
curve in each
new section.

Find
Result-2: Sum
of integrand of
Region A plus
Region B

Is
Result-1
within
tolerance of
Result-2

Yes

Set
limits
based of region
“A”, Call
Subroutine
again with
these limits
No- Do both
Set limits
based of
region “B”.
Call
Subroutine
again with

Finish. Integrand
= region A result
+ region B result.

Figure 5.2- Flowchart depicting Adaptive Simpsonʼs Algorithm
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The algorithm was then implemented within the new Create-Lightning
program for all integrations. It was also applied to the Exact Exchange that
was implemented in Create-Lightning, which will be discussed later. Within
the new modular framework, evaluating different integral techniques is not a
difficult matter as we can plug in a new algorithm easily.

On testing the Simpsonʼs method, there appeared to be an underlying issue
in results which is still undiagnosed. This issue became obvious from the
appearance of “numerical blips” in output data. It appears that calculations
run cleanly, and there are no obvious errors in the code. Checks were done
to ensure that there was not a race condition or a divide by zero error. These
attempts were not successful in diagnosing the problem.

The graphs in figures 5.3 - 5.6 are from one interaction within Create, the
density ontop L case, in which the issues were first detected when testing the
new Create-Lightning code on this module. It is not isolated to this case.
However, this case was the first appearance of the problem and it was quite
well pronounced. Figure 5.3 shows this issue clearly.

As can be seen in the Adaptive Simpsonʼs Quadrature case, there is a
noticeable “blip” at both points 4 and 20. This corresponds to two-center
atomic distances of 0.7935Å(3*0.2645Å) and 5.0255Å (19*0.2645Å),
respectively. This is again obvious in figure 5.4.
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!

Integration interval (each interval = 0.2645Å)

Integration result.

Figure
5.3
Red line is the adaptive Simpsonʼs routine, blue line is the standard Simpsonʼs for the
same calculation. The numerical errors are seen clearly in the adaptive routine at points
4 and 20.

Integration interval (each interval = 0.2645Å)
!
Figure 5.4- Blue line is the Create-2006 output, red line is using Adaptive Simpsonʼs.
Figure 5.4 is from the same run as figure 5.3.
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As part of the debugging to track down the issue that caused the discrepancy
between the adaptive Simpsonʼs and the standard Simpsonʼs algorithms, a
verbose version of the module and Create-2006 was added for the
interaction that figures 5.3 and 5.4 produced. The debugging version showed
that for some of the points on this graph, the Adaptive Simpsonʼs Quadrature
only required 3 or less iterations. It is, however, a recursive algorithm, so it
sometimes required over 300 iterations. By comparison, standard Simpsonʼs
requires a hard-coded 213 iterations ((107 * 2) -1).

The outputs shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 were carried out using single
precision. The functions can be compiled with the “-r8” and “-r16” flag for
double and quadruple precision. By using higher precision, the discrepancy
between any two values can be smaller and it was postulated that this may
be the cause of the errors in figures 5.3 and 5.4, however the results from
the adaptive quadrature were very similar to what is seen in these graphs.

In another attempt to diagnose the errors seen in figures 5.3 - 5.4 it was
assumed the adaptive routine was correct and that the standard routine
“smoothed over” some inconsistency in the test input data set, given that the
standard Simpsonʼs algorithm is fairly coarse. Extensive graphing of the
interpolated wavefunctions, (i.e., the input to the adaptive Simpsonʼs
subroutine) yielded no such anomaly. Neither did a verbose output of all
input parameters during runtime.
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A number of attempts to find the source of the errors are outlined as follows:

Experiment 1.

Use double precision.

Experiment 2.

Create a “Simpsons” subroutine, implemented in the
same manner as Adaptive Simpsonʼs. This was to ensure
that the error was not a message-passing problem of
some sort.

Experiment 3.

Increase the number of hard-coded iterations that
standard-Simpsonʼs uses. This was an attempt to
recreate the error produced by adaptive Simpsonʼs.

Experiment 4.

Use quadruple precision.

Experiment 5.

Invoke a different quadrature subroutine- this was taken
from the scientific library QuadPack.

Results of these tests are as follows:
Result 1."

Both sets of code, the non-Simpsonʼs and the Adaptive-

Simpsonʼs were compiled with the “-r8” argument using the ifort compiler.
This flag tells the compiler to make all variables double precision.

A comparison of both non-adaptive and adaptive algorithms with this flag in
compiling the code showed no change in the non-adaptive output, which is
not surprising. In the adaptive case, there was a slight smoothing of the
output, but the “blip” shown in figure 5.3 at point 20 remained.
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!

Integration interval (each interval = 0.2645Å)
Figure 5.5- Both standard Simpsonʼs and Simpsonʼs as a “adaptive-Simpsonʼs-like
plugin” with 168 intervals. These results were also equivalent with 424 intervals.

Result 2."

In an attempt to see if there was an issue with variables

passing to the adaptive Simpsonʼs module, an additional subroutine was
added to that module. This was modelled on the “adap_simpson” subroutine
in terms of input, but only carried out standard Simpsonʼs integration.

Results from this were identical to the non-adaptive Simpsonʼs results seen
previously. This rules out any message-passing errors. This is shown in
figure 5.5.

Result 3."

Further work involved attempting to increase the number of grid

points used by the non-adaptive Simpsonʼs method. The grid size was
increased from 107 points to 187 points, then to 424. These values were
chosen randomly.
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Despite marked increase in time for the computation to run, the results were,
again, identical to what was previously seen in the standard non-adaptive
Simpsonʼs runs.

Result 4."

The three studies outlined above, however, do indicate that

there is an issue with the adaptive Simpsonʼs algorithm as implemented.
Working from the results of Experiment 1, the code was compiled with the “r16” flag, thus making all integers 16 bit numbers. Again, standard Simpsonʼs
showed no change in results, and again adaptive Simpsonʼs showed a blip in
the same place as in Experiment 1.

This still indicated an error within the adaptive Simpsonʼs subroutine, and
careful analysis of its working variables data was carried out. This is outlined
in Appendix I, but essentially, some of the calculation variables can reach a
very high or very low value at times, and in double- or quadruple- precision
these values sometimes differ greatly from that in the single-precision mode.
This indicates that the limits of the computer are being reached. However the
cause of this remains elusive. Due to the tolerance setting which prevents
having to deal with any number below 15ε, the criteria shouldnʼt be met.

Result 5."

The use of a standard-library quadrature implementation in

Create-Lightning to carry out the numerical integrations was considered. This
was carried out by employing the QUADPACK library (www.netlib.org/
quadpack/) and then using it in place of the “simpson” or “adap-simpson”
subroutines. Quadpack is part of the Netlib Library which also contains
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SCALAPACK, which is currently used in FIREBALL. This was now easy to
implement in Create-Lightning because of the modular setup.

The applicable subroutines are QAG7 or QAGS8 in this case. QAG is a
simple globally adaptive integrator using the strategy of Aind, ref [7]. It is
possible to choose between 6 pairs of Gauss-Kronrod(GK) quadrature
formulae for the rule evaluation component7. QAGP9 is a polynomialoptimised GK integrator, and QNP9 is a Non-Adaptive quadrature subroutine.

There are two user control variables for all of these subroutines, relative error
and requested absolute error. The subroutine outputs the estimated absolute
error during runtime.

Originally issues arose from the implementation of QAG. The issue is that at
certain levels of relative and absolute error, the output flags show a number
of errors. These were mainly error codes 2 and 3, which correspond to the
output statements “the occurrence of roundoff error is detected, which
prevents the requested tolerance from being achieved” and “extremely bad
integrand behavior occurs at some points of the integration interval”,
respectively.

Results are shown in figs (5.6a-f). Any adaptive subroutine that was applied
with an acceptable error resulted in integrations that were not useable. Both
QAG and QAGS were tested, which are general integrator routines, QAGS
being optimised for sinusoidal functions.
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This data strongly suggests that the accuracy of the desired output is
dependent solely on absolute error, and an absolute error of only 0.1 is not

Integration result.

Integration result.

Integration result.

within acceptable margins.

!

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

Figure 5.6dResult sample
from QNG,
QUADPACKS
Non-Adaptive
Subroutine.

Integration result.

Figure 5.6cSeries 2 is abs
10-3 with QAG

!

!

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

!

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

Figure 5.6bSeries 1 is
"Normal" Series
2 is QAG with
abs of 0.1, rel of
10-6

Integration result.

Figure 5.6aSeries 1 is
"Normal" Series
2 is GK with rel
10-6, abs 10-4

Integration result.

!

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

Figure 5.6eSame settings
as the NonAdaptive (Figure
5.3), with
QAGS.

!

Integration interval
(each interval = 0.2645Å)

Figure 5.6fQAGS with
settings that
"worked" under
QAG

This trend appears to continue, as absolute error approaches or goes
beyond something useful- for example 10-3. The output then becomes
unusable.
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A number of reasons have been proposed for the emergence of these errors.
One is that “catastrophic cancellation” errors may be occurring. This is when
two close values are subtracted from one another and the answer is incorrect
for numerical reasons. This is hard to accept given that such well established
libraries as the QUADPACK routines were being used.

With the issue unresolved, the standard Simpsonʼs integration algorithm
continues to be used in the Create-Lightning program rather than the
quadrature approach. Implementation of a better quadrature itself is a very
trivial matter due to the modular nature of the new Create-Lightning. Despite
the newer algorithm not being used, it is felt that due to the very nature of the
lower value maxima of the wavefunctions, the limiting factor is the computer
hardware and not the choice of integration algorithm.

5.3.2 Implementation of Exact Exchange.
An underlying aim of this work was the potential development of a system for
the calculation of optical spectra. As part of this proposed development,
exact exchange (EXX) would be needed and was therefore implemented in
Create-Lightning. Use of the generated Fdata is currently being implemented
in the FIREBALL program.

To properly evaluate optical properties, excited states need to be
describable. It is well known that the LDA does not describe energy gaps
well. One method for evaluating these gaps in a truer form is to use the so-
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called exact-exchange density functional theory which allows the
determination of the exact local Kohn-Sham potential. It has been studied in
much detail for semiconductors, for example in refs [10, 11, 12].

Implementation in Create-Lightning was done by making use of the new
modular system. This had the added advantage of allowing for testing of the
ease of implementation of new modules as well as making the new module
required.

For Vex being the exchange potential, we can write the exact exchange
potential as12:

−e2 �
Vex (r, r ) =
Ψi (r)Ψj (r� )δσi σj
�
|r − r | j�=i
�

!

!

!

j∈∝c

! !

!

5.2

where e is the electronic charge, r and r’ are the center positions of
wavefunctions Ψi and Ψj, respectively.

As before, we are interested in the expectation value between two atomic
orbitals, which results in a four-center expression, within the LCAO
formulation of (see Appendix II):
�φµ (r − r1 )|Vexν |φν (r − r2 )�
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where Vexν indicates the potential operating on the atomic orbital. All other
symbols are as before. This is a four center integral, and we simplify as we
did before in Chapter 4 for other interactions with one center, two center and
three-center cases. The full four-center integral is not required, as its relative
contribution is small.
The final solution to the exact exchange algorithms is shown in equations 5.4
- 5.7, with a derivation in Appendix II.

For the one-center case we get:
�φµ (r − r1 )|Vexν |φν (r − r1 )�
=
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which is arrived at from equation 5.3 by simply letting r1 = r2 = r3 = r4 and
α=β

For the two center cases, as in the general theory chapter, we have an atom,
ontop L and ontop R case, given by:

Atom case, r1 = r2
�φµ (r − r1 )|Vexν |φν (r − r1 )�
=
��
�
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Ontop L case, r3 = r1
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Ontop R case, r3 = r2
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Unlike previous exchange approximations explained in Section 2.2.5, EXX is
exact. We deal with the Coulomb kernel by replacing the 1/|r - r’| term with a
double sum of associated Legendre polynomials multiplied by cosine
terms13, using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics14. We simplify
these in code by analytically using Clebsch Gordon and Legendre
Polynomials on the angular part of the wavefunction.
The exchange potential isnʼt a directly physical phenomenon and it is difficult
to test the output of this module directly. It can be seen by inspection that the
output behaves well. There are smooth curves due to the Coulomb kernel.
Testing of the output of this module has proven difficult. Currently the only
way to test the output is to compare it with code that carries out the same
interactions. This was done by using the implementation of Daniel Jensen,
from Brigham Young University. Comparison graphs of these outputs can be
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seen in figure 5.7. This sample is from the two-center case where there are
two orbitals on each center.
EXX is an invaluable addition to the FIREBALL suite for calculating optical
spectra. The band structure generated by exact exchange is a far better
approximation of the actual band structure. With LDA and GGA, it has been
shown that the band energies are too close together with respect to an
experimentally designed result, whereas within the EXX, band energies are
correct. It is for this reason that the generation of optical spectra, due to
electron excitation, is required.15 The EXX module has been completed for
Create-Lightning as a plugin. Its runtime is significantly longer than the other
interactions as it scales by O(N4) with the number of electrons N in the
system.

The EXX can be combined in FIREBALL with the LDA correlation terms to
yield a quantitatively more accurate result than LDA exchange-correlation.
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Figure 5.7a
Ti-Ti EXX interation potential left = 100, right = 21-1
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Figure 5.7b
Ti-Ti EXX interaction potential orbital left = 321, right = 322
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Figure 5.7c
Figure 5.7- Comparison graphs of outputs from Create-Lightning and Daniel Jensenʼs
code. See text for further explanation.
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5.3.3 Modifications to the FIREBALL program.
Within the FIREBALL program itself, it is crucial that linked lists of atoms
and their neighbours are maintained. For each time-step, the forces incident
on each atom are a function of the surrounding atoms that fall within a
distance d (= rcatom + rcneighbour). Within the new framework of FIREBALLLightning, this required a rewrite of the “neighbors” module.

This was the only module written by the author for FIREBALL-Lightning,
and was carried out at an early stage in this work as an exercise. It
generates tables of neighbours of each atom, and a reciprocal table of this
data. The reciprocal table is required for bookkeeping so as to avoid doublesum interactions.

5.4 Summary.
A rewrite of the Create code was a considerable undertaking while
progressing the work for this thesis. Section 5.3 describes how the code
takes advantage of modularisation and other features of Fortran95, and the
advantages this brings for further code development. The speed gains of the
code are shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9, which show the time of calculation for
systems of increasing complexity and for an increasing number of nodes in
parallel processing.
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Figure 5.8- Time taken vs number of processors for the Create-2006 code for a range of
systems.
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range of systems.
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Up to this point in the thesis, the background and implementation of the

FIREBALL suite have been discussed. The theory that underpins the code,
and then the code itself have been described. The next three chapters deal
with this code as applied to real systems which can be compared with
experimental data from the literature. In Chapter 6, the use of MD to explore
a semiconductor-metal transition due to deposition is explored. Chapter 7
describes a temperature-induced phase transition and its analysis with

FIREBALL. Chapter 8 discusses the use of FIREBALL in evaluating the
optical properties of a system.
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6. Potassium overlayers on Silicon Carbide.
6.1 Introduction.
This chapter and Chapter 7 discuss work carried out on silicon carbide
surfaces. Section 1 of this chapter serves as an introduction to silicon
carbide in general for both chapters. Section 2 functions specifically as the
introduction to the potassium surfaces on silicon carbide. Sections 3 and 4
discuss the experimental work carried out to understand this surface better.

6.1.1 Introduction to silicon carbide.
Silicon carbide (SiC) as a general material has a number of uses. It is used
as a gemstone, known as Moissanite, which is named after the Nobel
Laureate who first discovered it in nature in 1895.1 It has mechanical uses in
applications such as abrasives, saw-blade coatings, bulletproof vests, as the
reflective coating on special application mirrors (such as in the Herschel
Space Observatory) and it was also used to make the first blue LEDs.2

In electronic applications, SiC exhibits a number of interesting properties and
has been the subject of a large number of studies. For example, due to its
relative ease of manufacture, it may be possible to tailor-make devices with
specific properties, e.g. controlling the band gap size.3 It has been shown
that it is very stable, and can resist degradation from radiation or other harsh
environments.3 It has been shown that the switching rate of an SiC transistor
may be capable of far exceeding that of Silicon technologies.1 It is a wide
bandgap semiconductor and is, unusually, a IV-IV non-elemental
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semiconductor. As a result it is interesting since it can be studied as
something in between the elemental semiconductors and the III-Vʼs. The
properties of SiC as a semiconductor have been explored in depth, due to
the uniqueness of its chemistry which shows some exceptional behaviour.4-8

SiC can exist in a number of energetically degenerate polytypes. Depending
on the polytype, the bandgap has been measured from 2.38 to 3.26 eV.9 It
also exhibits some very interesting behaviour, such as surface metallisation
upon hydrogenisation of the 3C-SiC(100) surface10 and a Mott-Hubbard
transition on the 3C-SiC(111) surface and equivalent hexagonal surfaces.11

This chapter serves as an introduction to silicon carbide as a material and
discusses the work carried out for this project on the potassium-induced
reconstructions of the 3C-SiC (100) surface. The FIREBALL package is an
ideal tool for studying problems of this nature, since, owing to its
computational efficiency, many hundreds of possible surfaces can be
studied. Rather than PW codes which require far more computational
resources for similar simulations, FIREBALL can reuse its Fdata for each
surface topology studied, greatly reducing the computational cost of such
work. In Chapter 7 the research carried out on the clean 3C-SiC(111) and
6H-SiC(0001) surfaces is discussed, which exhibits a “soft phonon”
interaction. FIREBALL is also well suited for soft phonon studies because
very long runs, i.e. a very large number of time steps in MD, can be carried
out with great efficiency.
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6.1.2 Polytypes of SiC.
Silicon Carbide can exist in a number of different physical forms. There is an
amorphous phase, as well as at least 200 differing crystal polytypes.12,13 The
classification of these polytypes by their general topology is simple. By
defining three different forms of bilayer, A, B and C, these polytypes can be
uniquely identified.

In this classification system, types are described by the number of bilayers in
their primitive repeating unit. A letter then describes the symmetry of the unit,
for example, 3C-SiC has three layers in its repeating unit cell, and exhibits
cubic symmetry, whereas 6H-SiC has six layers in its repeating cell and is
hexagonal. The other symmetry notation is “R” for rhombohedral.

The descriptions of these bilayers a, b, and c are quite intuitive. In their
simplest form, each of their units consist of three atoms and the bonds
between them. For example bilayer a is depicted by the image in figure
(6.1a). Bilayer b, in figure(6.1b), is nearly identical to a, except for the fact
that it is a translation of bilayer a. This subtle difference is more apparent if
both a and b are shown together, as in figure (6.1c). A polytype of SiC,
known as 2H-SiC is described by these two building blocks alone. It is also
known as pure hexagonal SiC. This is the wurtzite structure.

The final building block that is needed for the description of polytypes is
bilayer c. The c bilayer is generally similar to a and b. However it is rotated in
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the plane by 60 degrees with respect to a or b, as can be seen in figure
(6.2a). Figure (6.2b) shows the three blocks together, to try to clarify the
cataloging method used. This notation system is known as Ramsdell
notation. The 3C structure, seen in Fig(6.3a) is the well-known zincblende
structure.

Figure 6.1- “a” Layer, “b” Layer, “a” + “b” Layer. See text for further explanation.

Figure 6.2- “c” Layer, “a”, “b” and “c” highlighted together. This is the 3C (or β) SiC
structure.
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Figure 6.3- The SiC 3C and 6H types in a side view.

Of interest in these studies are the 3C-SiC and the 6H-SiC polytypes, as
shown in figure 6.3. There are a number of reasons to focus on these two
polytypes specifically. Experimentally the 3C and the 6H polytypes are quite
accessible, which has fueled a lot of work in the literature. Due to the
interesting electronic properties and the accessibility to experimentalists, this
work examines potassium deposition on the (100) surface and the MottHubbard transition reported on the (111) surface.
6.2 Metallisation of 3C-SiC(111).
In 2001, Derycke et al. published a surprising result from experiments on the
(100) surface of 3C-SiC.14 Using STM and ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy they discovered that by adsorbing hydrogen, the
semiconducting surface transitions to metallic. This was surprising because
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previously it had been shown that hydrogenation of any previous
semiconductor surface studied would passivate all dangling bonds, rendering
the system an insulator. Such behaviour currently appears to be unique to
the 3C-SiC(100) surface.

These results are surprising and yet have no definitive theoretical
explanation. The problem has been picked up by a number of theorists.
Using ab-initio methods Derycke et al.ʼs results in the electrical properties
have been confirmed15-18 but there is still a debate over the proposed
topology of the system. Theoretical results suggest that the surface hydrogen
resides between atoms in the third layer of the surface in some sort of 2electron atom bond.15 This is in contrast to experimental work using STM,
STS and synchrotron photoemission spectroscopy suggesting that the
hydrogen is directly on the surface.14 The theoretical studies therefore
indicate that the metal transition happens on saturation of the Si-rich 3C-SiC
surface, whereas unforced hydrogenation does not seem to have the same
effect.15

These results prompted Derycke to look further into the phenomenon of
metallisation of the surface. He postulated that the addition of a group-I metal
might also show some interesting results. In contrast to hydrogen, group-I
metals have been shown previously 19 to make a semiconducting surface
metallic. Alkali metals on semiconducting surfaces have been studied
extensively.20 These studies show strong evidence for the idea that the
weakly-bound s electron transfers to the substrate, resulting in metallic
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behaviour at saturation.21 As a result, it is interesting to explore these metalsemiconductor interfaces.

In this work, the surface reconstructions suggested by experimentalists22
were studied computationally. The results were compared with an in-depth
study of other possible surface reconstructions and an evaluation of the
electronic properties of these variations. Uniquely to the 3C-SiC(100)
surface, it had previously been shown that the addition of potassium does
not modify the silicon-rich c(4 × 2) reconstruction seen on the clean surface.
This reconstruction has been dubbed the alternate up-down dimer model
(AUDD).14 Other adsorbates have previously been shown to destroy the
4 × 2 AUDD array.10
The structure of the clean c(4 × 2) surface was under contention for some
time, however it is now accepted that the AUDD model is the correct one. It
consists of alternate up and down dimers in a regular pattern. A number of
alternative structures for this system have been proposed, for example the
missing row asymmetric dimer (MRAD) model as well as others. Recent
results, both computational23 and experimental24 agree on the AUDD model
as being the most favourable overall.

Figure 6.4 highlights the position of "pedestal" sites on this surface. These
are positions identified experimentally where additive potassium atoms
appear to reside, based on results of Derycke et al. using STM, STS, LEED
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and synchrotron radiation-based core level photoemission spectroscopy
(CLPS).

Figure 6.4- a) The “clean” c(4 × 2) surface with so-called pedestal sites highlighted, b)
the experimentally-derived 3 × 2 surface, c) the experimentally-derived 2 × 1 surface.
Black circles are potassium, light grey are silicon and dark grey are carbon.

Experimentally, the added potassium preferentially fills these pedestal sites.
Experimental results suggest that these sites are initially grouped together in
pairs, forming a 2 × 3 pattern with two thirds of the sites occupied and one
third unoccupied in a regular pattern, as shown in figure 6.4(b). 5, 22 As
mentioned earlier the addition of potassium does not appear to affect the
underlying surface and the overall surface remains semiconducting at low
coverages.6 Other adsorbates have previously been shown to considerably
alter the underlying structure. Fig(6.4b) shows the general schematic of this
reconstruction.

With additional deposition, this becomes a 2 × 1 surface with all pedestal
sites filled (see figure 6.4c) that is metallic. The experimental indication is
that the potassium atoms "short circuit" the semiconducting nature by
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022105-2
Derycke et al.
creating a link between all surface atoms at saturation. The underlying
surface appears to remain unchanged, which is almost unique for a metallic
overlayer on a semiconductor.22

Derycke et al. report that from LEED results, with deposition of potassium,
the surface undergoes a change from c(4 × 2) to (2 × 3) to (2 × 1) at
saturation. This is similar to the behaviour observed with the deposition of
hydrogen - the c(4 × 2) SiC surface transforms into a (2 × 1) reconstruction.
SXRD results show that the electronic properties of the 3C- SiC surface are
considerably modified by the addition of potassium. At lower coverages as
exhibited by the (2 × 3) reconstruction, the surface remains semiconducting,
whereas with the saturated (2 × 1) reconstruction, it is metallic.
There is currently no experimentally-derived STM image of the potassium
induced surface available. However, published STS results which can be
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That the underlying structure does not become modified by the addition of
potassium atoms is unique.25 Ref [22] reports a charge transfer from the
potassium surface to the SiC underlayer, indicative of physisorption. The
reported potassium-potassium distance on the surface is 3.08Å. Given that
experimental results for potassium-potassium distances in a potassium
molecule (K2) are between 3.84Å and 4.22Å with an average of 4.04Å, this
would indicate an overlapping of the s and p orbitals of the potassium due to
their proximity. It is possible that the potassium is lying on the surface and
forced into a configuration that allows for electron transfer and conduction as
a result of this proximity.

Experimentally, a smaller charge transfer has been indicated between the
adsorbed potassium atoms and the surface than that between hydrogen and
the same surface. This is experimentally evaluated by measuring the work
function of the potassium, which decreases to about -3.2eV (from 2.29eV for
elemental), which is very similar to that of potassium on the Si(100)
surface.26

These phenomena were studied within FIREBALL, and it was found that the
surface potassium atoms do not form dimers as previously proposed. Rather,
a new structure for the low-energy reconstruction in the θ = 1 monolayer
coverage has been found, and it is shown that this structure does not alter
significantly with large temperature changes. Lower potassium coverage on
the surface tends towards the formation of zigzag chains and the potassium
reconstruction is not dissimilar to bulk-like conditions.
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6.3 Experimental Details.
Using FIREBALL and an optimised basis set, a number of calculations to
look at the potassium induced surfaces in depth were set up. A minimised
basis set of Fdata using hydrogen, carbon, silicon and potassium in the LDA
was generated and used.

For hydrogen, a single s shell, with 1 electron, and a wavefunction cutoff of
4.50Å. was used. An excited shell of zero occupation, cutoff of 4.50Å and
secondary quantum number of 0 was defined also. This allows for charge
transfer to the hydrogen when simulating bulk.

The carbon was defined by two valence shells- the s and the p - with cutoffs
of 4.20 and 4.40Å, respectively. Using the method defined in ref [27], an
occupation of 1 and 3 on these shells, respectively, was chosen. The silicon
consisted of an s and p shell of cutoff 6.00Å each with an occupancy of 1
and 3. Finally the potassium consisted of a p and an s shell, of occupancy 6
and 1, with cutoffs of 6.00Å.

These parameters represent an optimised sp3 basis for the Si, C and K and
a double ss* basis for the hydrogen. The method of optimisation is discussed
in more depth in ref.[27]. The SiC supercell consisted of 240 atoms, which
constitutes 4 layers of SiC with a (100) surface. The lattice vectors were set
such that in-plane reflections were accounted for, setting up a simulation of
an infinite plane. The vector in the third direction, out of plane, was set to
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999Å, to avoid any interaction between reflections in this direction. The
bottommost layer was terminated with hydrogen and the atoms were fixed in
position to simulate bulk. This constitutes a surface size of twice the c(4 × 2)
or eight times the surface size of (2 × 1). With reconstructions that required
further analysis, this supercell was doubled for further studies so as to
double the size of the surface.

Unless otherwise stated, for all experiments the system was allowed to run
MD at 300K in 2000 timesteps of 0.25fs, then quenched over ~600
timesteps. The resultant structure was then analysed. This process is known
as simulated annealing. Many of these results were later confirmed by MD
over longer time periods and quenching operations which yielded equivalent
results.

A series of tests to confirm experimental parameters such as bulk modulus,
were carried out and these results matched those of Trabada et al.,28 for a
3C-SiC(100) surface with no adsorbed potassium. Tests were run to choose
an optimal position upon which to place the potassium in the (100) direction,
i.e. how far above the surface it could be placed. This also allowed us to see
if the potassium has a preferred position under or in the plane of the surface.
This meant that calculations could find equilibrium more quickly by the
potassium being initially placed close to an optimum height above the
surface. Figure 6.6 shows the supercell structure that was used.
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Figure 6.6- The SiC supercell used for most of the experiments discussed, side view,
top view (surface only) and ortho view.

Except for unphysical cases where the potassium layer contained more
atoms than the surface could support and, for example, expelled the excess
atoms, the potassium layer typically came to rest at ~2.2Å above the surface.
This set up an ideal starting point for all subsequent calculations. A series of
~140 separate calculations was carried out to determine this starting height
above the surface, varying displacements in the (100) direction above the
surface and varying configurations and percentage coverages of potassium.
A number of calculations were set up to characterise the behaviour of two
potassium atoms on the surface, representing a very low coverage.
Experimentally, it is claimed that potassium initially forms dimers on the
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surface at coverages of < 2/3ML. Simulated annealing of these surfaces was
carried out and a picture built up of how far each of the two potassium atoms
come to rest from each other. The minimum potassium-potassium distances
and total energy are graphed in figures 6.7 and 6.8.
In another set of studies the surface was loaded with potassium atoms one
at a time, based on a set of loading parameters as outlined below. A
potassium atom was added to a surface, and an annealing procedure was
carried out, which was then repeated. This was done up to a coverage of
1ML, then in steps of 2 atoms up to 2ML. The potassium atoms were loaded
based on one of four criteria, leading to four separate studies:
1) Placing the added potassium atoms as far away as possible from one
another and, where possible, with a further row of pedestal sites between
them.
2) Building up potassium atoms in the direction of trench growth, with dimer
placement based on experimental results,22 while tending towards chains in
this direction as the number of surface potassium atoms increases. This
series also included slight modifications in this formulation - some included
chains that were not translationally symmetric, as suggested in ref [22].
3) As in 2) above, but with chains tending in the direction perpendicular to the
chains in 2).
4) Random placement of dimers on the surface, orientated in various
directions.
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A table and scatter plot of experimental parameters and total binding energy
for all of these systems is in Appendix III. A chemical potential plot for the
potassium was generated for the lowest energy structures found. The
chemical potential of potassium is taken from calculations of a single
potassium atom with vectors arranged so as it is in a BCC lattice. This value
was calculated to be -435.83079eV. These are in the results section in
figures (6.9) and (6.10).
In order to calculate the binding energy, the single-point energy of the
supercell without any potassium, the energy of the potassium from above,
and the total energy of the system in question, respectively, are used. The
binding energy is calculated as:
!

!

!

EB = ESiCK − ESiC − nµK !!

!

!

!

6.1

where EB is the calculated binding energy, ESiCK is the energy of calculated
SiC-K supercell, ESiC is the energy of calculated SiC with no added
potassium, n is the number of potassium atoms added, and µK is the peratom energy of potassium in the bulk, as in the previous paragraph.
The grand canonical potential is then used to calculate the binding energy EB
as a function of the potassium chemical potential. This gives a measure of
the relative stability of a surface.29, 30
!

!

!

EB (µK ) = ESiCK − ESiC − nµK! !

!

!

where EB is now a function of µK, which is then plotted for the most
favourable systems.
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Alongside these studies, an examination of the experimentally-derived
surface reconstructions for θ = 2/3ML and θ = 1ML was carried out. An
adaptation of the θ = 2/3ML surface was also modeled, by shifting the dimers
by one row in the direction parallel to the dimers.

As a final step the most likely reconstructions that were found for this
surface, based on total energy calculations, were selected and the results
rigorously retested against the experimental models. A larger supercell was
used, to dispel any possible effects of the repeating supercell within the
code, thus making the unit cell a square. MD simulations at 300K, 600K and
900K were also carried out. Higher temperature simulations were carried out
for a number of reasons. Firstly, to see how stable these reconstructions
were. Secondly behaviour of the surface at higher temperatures is indicative
of the binding involved. And thirdly, higher temperature simulations allow us
to see if any of the reconstructions may change completely given sufficient
energy, as is the case with a temperature induced reversible phase
transition.

For all annealed surfaces a density of states (DOS) and a surface band
structure plot were generated. A metallic DOS for coverages of 1ML and a
semiconducting DOS for any coverages below 1ML were expected.
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6.4 Results.
The graphs in figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the results of the surface-dimer
calculations outlined in 6.2.2. The distance between the two potassium
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Figure 6.7- Distance of surfaces atoms Vs cohesive energy of the system for quenched
studies. Inset is the final surface reconstruction for each simulation.
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studies. Inset is the final surface reconstruction for each simulation.
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atoms on the surfaces is graphed agains the cohesive energy of the system,
as described in equation 6.1. Figure 6.7 shows the chosen surfaces when
simple quenching was carried out, i.e. the temperature is reduced in the
simulation until a minimum is found. In figure 6.8 MD is carried out at 300K
for 2000 0.25fs time steps before quenching, allowing the surface to
reconstruct, this process is simulated annealing.

In figure 6.7, where the surfaces are simply quenched, the lowest energy
topology that was found was the one labelled “j”. If ignored as an outlier, the
graph in figure 6.7 follows a very pronounced curve, indicating that the
potassium atoms do not interact well on this surface. The topology labelled
“j” was a test based on the experimental result that dimers preferentially form
on the surface in the direction that chains form in. In this case, “j” is in the
perpendicular direction to the prescribed direction of chain formation,
whereas “b” is in the direction shown experimentally. The result in “j” implies
that at low coverages dimers do not form in this direction.

The similar energy between “b” and “c” is expected, since they are equivalent
when the supercell approximation is considered. However, the direction of
growth described by experimentalists forms dimers in ways more similar to
“d”, which results in a structure that is unexpectedly of higher energy. This reenforces the result with respect to surface “j” in the previous paragraph, that
dimers, if they form at all, appear to prefer the perpendicular direction to
those implied in the literature.
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Figure 6.8 shows the same initial surfaces. However they have been subject
to simulated annealing rather than simply being quenched. This process
allows the atoms in the supercell to move for some time before cooling.
Comparison of the images of the surface shows considerable reconstruction
in the potassium between the quenched and the annealed surfaces. Note
that the energy scale in figure 6.8 is lower than that in 6.7, which shows that
all annealed structures are far more energetically stable than their quenched
counterparts. As can be seen in figure 6.8 also, the relationship between
potassium-potassium distance and the cohesive energy is still apparent.

A number of topologies based on differing conditions of placement were next
studied, ranging from a potassium coverage of 0.083ML to 1.25ML, this
corresponds to 1 potassium atom on the supercell surface through 15
potassium atoms on the surface. The scatter plot in figure 6.9 is a graph of
the coverage Vs the cohesive energy calculated for each, after simulated
annealing. In figure 6.9 the blue green Xʼs show the calculated cohesive
energy for the LEED-derived surface structure from ref [22]. As predicted
experimentally, there is a minimum energy about the θ = 1ML coverage.
There is a very large energy difference between ref [22]ʼs 1ML structure and
the surface structures that were also tested, which is a compelling result and
is explored in more detail in this section.
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Figure 6.9- Cohesive energy Vs potassium coverage on the 3C-SiC(100) surface, the
experimentally reported surfaces are in blue.

The scatter plot in figure 6.9 maps results from studies of coverages between
0ML and 1.25ML. At coverages of 1ML and above, extra potassium atoms
were expelled from the surface. Exploring the large energy discrepancies
between the experimental 1ML reconstruction and the results presented here
is best done by limiting the number of reconstructions focussed on. The
lowest energy reconstructions from figure 6.9 were selected and a chemical
potential plot for potassium was generated, which can be seen in figure 6.10.
There are a number of features of note in these two graphs. Firstly, the
experimentally derived θ = 1ML coverage reconstruction is, from these
results, far less favourable than some of the other reconstructions this study
has identified for this surface. Secondly, the experimental θ = 2/3ML
reconstruction does appear favourable.
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Figure 6.10- Chemical potential plot for the named reconstructions. Full description is in
the text.

A calculated DOS for each of these selected reconstructions is shown in
figure 6.11. The DOS shown is in the surface-most Si and C atoms together
with the potassium, i.e. the bulk DOS is not shown in these plots.

With higher temperature MD studies and simulated annealing, the overall
system reached as low a minimum as the 300K anneal studies shown in
figure 6.9. The implication is that the quench forced a reconstruction that is
not entirely physical. An annealing study of the experimental surfaces
showed significant reconstruction of most surfaces and, physically, more
correct results. For accuracy, both are represented in figure 6.12, but the
annealed results are what is reported.
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Figure 6.13 shows the final lowest energy configurations found for the 1ML,
2/3ML, 3/4ML and 5/6ML coverages, respectively. As can be seen in the
graphs in figures 6.9 and 6.10, the topologies found for these coverages
were more stable than the previous interpretations of these surfaces, and
maintain a similar electronic structure from figure 6.11.

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.13- Surface topology of the lowest energy reconstructions found for the a) 1ML,
b) 2/3ML, c) 3/4ML and d) 5/6ML coverages. As coverage increases the tendency for
the potassium to reside in the pedestal sites reduces, as can be seen in (a) and (d).
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6.5 Discussion and Conclusions.
The results of the calculations presented here show many interesting
properties. Firstly, these results differ significantly from those of Derycke et
al. for the θ = 1ML surface. The reconstruction found here to be most
favourable is shown in figure 6.13(a). It was also concluded that the
semiconductor to metallic behaviour detected previously by experiment STS
appears to be entirely due to the potassium overlayer.

For lower coverages, the surface described experimentally for the 2/3ML
coverage appears to be consistent with the computational results presented.
However, the total energy of the system for this coverage is remarkably close
to two or three other surface reconstructions that were simulated. MD of the
2/3ML surface described by SXRD showed the dimers twisting into a
reconstruction more closely related to the final structure for the 1ML system
proposed in this work.

Concerning the LEED results reported in the literature, the 1ML potassium
positions proposed by Derycke et al. is based on a straightforward translation
of the LEED into an atomic model. However, the results from calculations
clearly show that this surface is energetically quite unfavourable. The lowest
energy structure for the 1ML found by calculations is 2 × 4, (or c(2 × 4)).
Disorder in the “× 4” direction might yield a 2 × 1 LEED, for example, due to
the existence of different domains and corresponding domain walls in that
direction. It is possible that the 1ML surface is a limiting case that is not fully
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realised in practice, because the potassium atoms are “too stressed”, that is,
they are forced to be too close to each other and they relieve that stress by
the formation of domain walls, so that coverage is actually slightly below
1ML under experimental conditions. That disorder in the “× 4” direction would
yield a 2 × 1 LEED. Derycke et al.ʼs 2/3ML, which is very close energetically
to this workʼs 2/3ML surface topology, explains the experimental LEED
results well. However, the 2/3ML coverage surface from computational
results is an R30°(2 x 3), which is far more difficult to explain, based on
experimental LEED results. Given the very small energy discrepancy
between the 2/3ML from Derycke et al. and the computational surface, the
2/3ML topology proposed by Derycke et al., is viable, based on the
computational results discussed in section 6.23.

The DOS results shown in figure 6.11 show some very interesting properties.
The silicon carbide directly under the potassium surface is metallic. The
semiconductor/metallic transition shown by Derycke et al. with increasing
potassium coverage is based on STS results. This is explained quite well by
the computational results showing the closing of the gap in the potassium
DOS with coverage.

Calculations for this work have also shown that where potassium alone is
allowed to coalesce, in the absence of a substrate, in the same arrangement
as that found in the presence of SiC, the potassium can form a stable crystal
structure. This is depicted in figure 6.14. Although the potassium forms a
similar shape, the potassium-potassium distances are larger than in the
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presence of the substrate. However, when potassium is placed at a greater
distance from the surface it does migrate towards it.

The implication is that the potassium is physisorbed onto the SiC surface,
and that the bond between the two layers is nothing more than physisorption.
This is also the interpretation put forward experimentally.22 An examination of
the charge transfer between the potassium and the substrate sheds light on
this matter more clearly, and a table of the charge migration is in Appendix
III. The chemisorption energy was estimated at -1.05eV for the 1ML SXRD
derived surface, -1.80eV for the 2/3ML coverage, whereas for the surface
reconstructions found here, a chemisorption energy of -1.38eV and -1.83eV
is found for the 1ML and 2/3ML coverages, respectively.

The results presented here agree with the experimental results as to what
constitutes saturation on this surface, and in the fact that potassium atoms
preferentially tend to reside in these so-called “pedestal” sites. When original
atomic positions are placed off-pedestal, even in energy minimisation without
MD reconstruction, the potassium atoms “fall into” these pedestal sites.
However, after MD, this is not necessarily the case, especially for higher
coverages. The final lowest-energy reconstructions are shown in figure 6.13.
It was seen that once potassium coverage reaches about 5/6ML, the
potassium atoms are no longer inclined to remain in the previously described
“pedestal sites”. The experimental evidence supporting the pedestal site
placement of potassium is not conclusive, based on ref [22]. The proximity of
the potassium atoms to one another appears to force the potassium atoms
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out of these sites, but they cannot escape far enough from one another to
prevent shells overlapping. Overlapping shells appear to be the mechanism
by which metallic behaviour is then observed.

The final reconstructions shown in figure 6.13 show a remarkably different
topology from experimental interpretations. At a coverage of 5/6ML, the
potassium atoms cease to remain in the “pedestal” sites. The electronic
structures of the 2/3 and the 1ML coverages appear to be similar to those
reported in the literature.

Appendix III contains more detailed analysis of this system. This research is
the subject of a pending paper submitted to Applied Physics Letters on the
25th of March 2011 for all coverages and comparison with the SXRD results
of Derycke et al.. A paper specifically discussing the dimer reconstructions
was submitted on March 25th 2011 for the “Sankey Festschrift” edition of
Physica Status Solidi B, which is a special edition in tribute to Prof. Otto
Sankey on the occasion of his 60th birthday. A presentation was delivered on
this work at the APS March Meeting in Dallas in March 2011.

6.6 Summary.
This chapter discussed the potassium-induced surface reconstructions on
3C-SiC(100). Owing to the large number of possible configurations of
potassium on the surface, FIREBALL is very well suited to problems of this
nature. Due to the fact that, within FIREBALL, all interactions are pre-
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calculated, it was possible to simulate over a hundred different surface
reconstructions and evaluate their respective merits.

These results show a new model for the surface reconstruction. The reason
for the semiconducting to metal transition on the surface was explained by
computational techniques. Chapter 7 describes the study of another surface
in silicon carbide and a semiconducting-insulator transition.
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7. Mott-Hubbard surface behaviour of SiC.
7.1 Introduction.
Following on from the metallisation of silicon carbide studies in Chapter 6,
this chapter discusses the work carried out on the 3C-SiC(111) surface and
the equivalent surface of the 6H polytype, the (0001) surface. In this chapter
the metal-insulator Mott-Hubbard (MH) transition is discussed and an
alternative mechanism to that reported to date in the literature1 for the
transition is proposed. Section 7.1.1 discusses the 3C-SiC(111) and the 6HSiC(0001) surfaces, for which the crystal types were introduced in section
6.1. Section 7.2 describes the experiments carried out. Sections 7.3 and 7.4
provide results and conclusions.
7.1.1 3C-SiC(111) and 6H-SiC(0001).
There are a large number of reconstructions presented by the (111) surface
in 3C-SiC or its equivalent in the 6H polytype, the (0001) surface. Regardless
of the polytype, the (111) or (0001) surfaces show the same reconstructions.
The carbon-terminated surface has been shown to exhibit a (2 × 2) and a
(6 × 6) reconstruction.2 The silicon terminated surfaces include the so-called
silicon-rich surface (3 × 3) and the silicon-not-so-rich surface (√3 × √3). 3,4,5
The silicon-not-so-rich (111) surface of the cubic SiC and its counterpart on
the 6H, the (0001) surface, has been reported throughout the literature to
exhibit a Mott-Hubbard transition. Theoretically, the surface should have a
single surface band halfway through the bandgap.3 However, experimental
measurements show no such band by STM,5-10 and show two bands which
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are not accounted for theoretically in the LDA or the GGA.11.12 Theoretically,
the expected single band in the gap is splitting into two bands, known as a
Mott-Hubbard transition.

Figure 7.1- General construction of the 3C(111) and 6H-SiC(0001) “silicon-not-so-rich”
systems. A surface view is shown in figure 7.3.

This 3C-SiC(111) √3 × √3 surface and the 6H-SiC(0001) √3 × √3 surface
were explored in detail using FIREBALL to further understand this possible
Mott-Hubbard Transition. Using STM5-10 the √3 × √3 surface for both the 3C
and the 6H polytypes have been shown to have a fully occupied state about
1eV above the valence band minimum, resulting in a bandgap of about 2eV.
5-10 Conversely,

computational results in the LDA and the GGA indicate a

conflicting result of a dangling bond-related half-filled band within the gap.
11,12

This discrepancy between experimental and computational results has

been previously attributed to a Mott-Hubbard transition.1,13,14 However, by
taking advantage of the unique efficiency of the FIREBALL package, results
are shown that present compelling evidence of a far more elegant
explanation of the mechanism for this apparent band splitting. FIREBALL is
ideally suited for problems that require long-run MD, of the order of seconds
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of simulation time. This is vital when exploring phenomena like soft-phonon
interactions, which may be the reason for the band split.
In section 7.1.2 of this chapter, the Mott-Hubbard transition is explained in
more detail, in section 7.1.3 soft-phonon interactions are discussed. Sections
7.2 and 7.3 discuss the actual work carried out with FIREBALL on this
interesting surface to explore the band splitting.

7.1.2 The Mott-Hubbard Transition.
The Mott-Hubbard transition occurs when a surface band is observed to split
into two bands. In the case of the 3C-SiC(111) and 6H-SiC(0001) √3 × √3
surfaces which this work focuses on, the dangling surface Si bond within the
bandgap splits into two bands. This occurs when the ratio of parameters
known as the hopping coefficient, t, and the correlation coefficient, U, reach a
critical point. The parameter t is the energy overlap, in eV, between two
wavefunctions, and U is the inter-atomic Coulomb interaction in eV. The
relationship between these two parameters and the bands is depicted in
figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2- . When t / U reaches some critical point, the system transitions from a Mott
Insulator into a Mott Metal as separated bands merge.

In figure 7.2, E0 is the ground-state energy of the band and E0 + U is the
energy of the band plus electron-electron repulsion. Within ab-initio
simulations, as the overall energy of the system is reduced (i.e. the HellmanFeynman forces are minimised), there is one band which can split when the
ratio t/U drops below some threshold . Such a split is not accounted for within
the LDA or the GGA.

The dependance on the ratio t/U makes these two parameters the
fundamental variables to calculate. Mathematically, this behaviour can be
described based on the Hubbard model, which is computationally expensive.
A full mathematical description can be found in refs [15 & 12] or in textbooks
on the subject (for example, ref [16]). The model is specified by the oneelectron dispersion relation of the dangling-bond band ϵ(k) = ϵ0 + t(k) and the
intra-atomic Coulomb interaction, U, which is the energy required to remove
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an electron from one atom and add it to another. When U is greater than the
width of the band, the quasiparticle energies are:
!

!

!

1
1
1
1
E1 (k) = �0 + t(k) + U {1 − [1 + t(k)2 U 2 ] 2 } ∼
= �0 + t(k)
2
2
2
!

!

1
1
1
1
E2 (k) = �0 + t(k) + U {1 + [1 + t(k)2 U 2 ] 2 } ∼
= �0 + t(k) + U
2
2
2
!7.2

7.1

The double-degenerate band in the one-electron model is replaced by two
narrower bands that are separated by the energy U in the Hubbard model.
The strong electron correlation effects open an energy gap which is
proportional to U between the two bands E1(k) and E2(k) that can be either
completely empty or fully occupied.

In the √3 × √3 SiC surfaces the crystallographic surface reconstruction has
been well established.1, 14 ,17 - 19 The non-metallic surface states seen by refs
[10, 14 and 20] have been attributed to a Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator
transition with the single dangling bond per unit cell √3 × √3 band splits into a
fully occupied lower band and an empty upper band.1, 10, 14, 17,18 Refs [10, 13
and 22] report a dangling-bond bandwidth of ~0.45eV for this surface and
experimental work using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, STM,
and computational techniques places the value of U as being ~2.2eV. By the
Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator transition, the splitting leads to two surface
bands of about 0.2eV width. Mott argued that the transition is sudden,
occurring when N1/3aH ~ 0.0220, 21(N is the number of electrons), which is
equivalent to when t/U = 0.218 for the √3 × √3 t has been calculated at 0.05
making this ratio 0.25.1
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The unique nature of a phenomenon known to cause a metal-insulator
transition was studied from a differing standpoint in this work. The hypothesis
is that an MH transition is not the reason for the surface behaviour. Rather,
the existence of soft-phonon interactions on the surface is shown, and by
carrying out careful electronic structure and energy calculations, show how
these soft-phonons may be the reason for the experimentally-observed
“splitting” of the single-band in the gap.
7.1.3 Soft-Phonon transitions.
Another explanation for the surface behaviour discussed above is what is
known as a soft-phonon interaction. Such interactions have been
successfully argued as explanations for novel behaviour3,4 in a number of
systems, such as in the much-debated In-Si(111) surface which exhibits
“quantum wire” behaviour.19

Within the soft-phonon model, the band-splitting surface behaviour is due to
high frequency repetitive translations on the surface. Such oscillations may
be well into the teraHertz regime, where they are outside of the sampling rate
of current experimental techniques. For example, scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) sample in the
megaHertz range. Other very important surface techniques, such as LEED,
are not time-resolved.

Consider, for example, a see-saw like motion, one atom of a correlated pair
rises as another falls and vice versa. Such a coupling would allow for a soft-
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phonon - a near-zero energy loss or gain, yet rapid change in atomic
position. This is in contrast to a phonon, which is simply a vibration with
appreciable energy change throughout the overall system of interest. The
zero change in energy means that soft-phonons are difficult to detect, but
due to this motion, can have profound effects on the electronic structure. The
conclusion that the results of this thesis suggest that just such an interaction
is occurring on the √3 × √3 surfaces studied in this work. With such see-saw
motion, the frontier electrons in the dangling bonds will appear shifted. In the
case of experimental measurements of the surface density of states (DOS)
the net effect would be the observation of two bands, essentially the “sum”
over time of a large number of fast moving measurements. In contrast,
computational techniques are usually carried out on a system in which the
atoms have been made come to rest- by reducing the Hellman-Feynman
forces to a minimum, for example. This means that the atomic positions are
“frozen” during the “measurement” of the surface DOS, leading to a single
band that is in the middle of the upper and lower “virtual” bands from
experiment.

In favour of the argument that soft-phonons are responsible for this
behaviour is the temperature dependence of the √3 × √3 surface for a metalinsulator transition to occur.3 As temperature increases, so does the
occurrence of the surface phonons leading to the metal-insulator transition.
By carrying out long MD simulations it should be possible to observe softphonon interactions and by detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the
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dynamical surface an explanation of the observed band splitting can be
shown based on the soft-phonon interactions.

The mechanism itself has been used to explain many similar surface
transitions in the literature. For example, the highly controversial In-Si(111)
surface, which is discussed later in this thesis, Sn/Ge(111)√3 × √3 ⟷ 3 × 3,22-25 the In-Si(111)-4 × 1 ⟷ 8 × 226, 27 and the SiC(100)
surface.28

FIREBALL is ideally suited for studying soft-phonons as they present
themselves in very-long-run MD simulations containing a larger number of
atoms. Such studies would be prohibitively expensive with PW based tools.
The computational efficiency of FIREBALL, however, allows us to study
(relatively) large supercells over extended numbers of time steps (>105 @
0.25fs).

In the case of the √3 × √3 surfaces that are discussed in this chapter, it is
important to look at the electronic structure of the surface. With an adatomabove-a-trimer configuration such as the √3 × √3, there is a single half-filled
dangling bond from each surface adatom. This dangling bond has been
previously identified as the contributor to the Mott-Hubbard transition. Within
a soft-phonon model the same bond is seen as two bands due to its
stretching as it oscillates on the surface between two states at very high
frequency.
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7.2 Experimental details.
To show the existence of such phonon interactions, a well prescribed lowtemperature model of the surface is required. Due to the intensity of study of
SiC there is much information available (e.g. ref [28]). The low-temperature
model of the surface is depicted below, in figure 7.3. Extensive MD must be
carried out to see how the surface develops with time, and thus identify the
dynamical processes involved.

FIREBALL has previously enjoyed much success in problems of this nature,
for example the reversible phase transition in ref [28]. The computational
efficiency of the code allows for both the search for differing energy minima25,
26

and to carry out long run MD22,24,27 In this study an optimised simple sp3

basis was used. In order to optimize the simple basis set, calculations were

Figure 7.3- Idealised 2×(√3 × √3) surface, side view and top view.
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performed for bulk SiC, Si and C and the basis set that yielded lowest total
energies and best equilibrium lattice parameters was selected this is the
same basis set optimisation described in [28].

In testing and experiment, results of a bulk modulus of 4.42Å and 4.45Å were
compared, chosen based on the results of Trabada et al. in ref [28]. Stress or
strain may adversely affect results and using two bulk moduli avoids such
issues.28 By developing a basis and supercell for each of these bulk moduli,
errors due to inadvertently causing stress or strain within the supercell can
be avoided.

It has been shown that stress or strain caused by a slight change in bulk
modulus may adversely affect computational results.28 In testing and
experiment, results using bulk moduli of 4.42Å and 4.45Å were therefore
compared. By developing a basis and supercell for each of these bulk
moduli, effects due to inadvertently causing stress or strain within the
supercell can be eliminated.

A number of calculations were carried out using this setup. Firstly, low
temperature phases were identified by quenching. Secondly, extensive MD
runs were carried out. Thirdly, hundreds of surface BS diagrams were
generated for the same number of phonon-induced surface configurations.
Finally an umbrella sampling and weighted histogram analysis method was
used to identify the potential barrier between surface states, this method is
explained later in this section.
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For each of the two polytypes studied, molecular dynamics simulations were
carried out. Initial simulations were carried out to identify if there was a softphonon distortion effect actually occurring on this surface, as well tests to
confirm the lowest energy configuration. Because there is only 1 silicon
adatom in the √3 × √3 surface configuration this was carried out in a
2√3 × 2√3 supercell consisting of five layers of SiC with the single Si adatom
per √3 × √3 unit. The bottom-most layer was fixed and hydrogen-terminated
to simulate bulk. In order to simulate as many time steps as possible within
resource limits, a 2√3 × √3 and √3 × 2√3 supercell was generated for each
polytype and bulk modulus combination. A surface of this size contains two
silicon adatoms and therefore a supercell of this size contains the minimum
number of atoms to be simulated that still allows for soft-phonon effects to be
observed. To avoid discrepancies, larger supercell calculations were carried
out to check that errors do not occur in the smaller cells.

Once a “steady-state” of oscillations was observed in each of the MD
simulations, one full oscillation was selected from the atomic position files.
For each time step in the selection, the band structure was calculated. By
“summing” over the band structures, it was possible to show that the
degenerate “split” bands emerge.

Finally, the UMBRELLA sampling method was used to get a positional
density of states in real space for each case. The UMBRELLA sampling
method is an application of the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method to the
energy and forces of various configurations of the system, as it processes
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through an MD run. Simply put, it calculates the probability distribution of the
configuration of the system. It is an excellent analytical tool for studying the
most favourable positional configurations of the system in study.

The UMBRELLA energy and forces are calculated relative to the distance
between 2 atoms. The form of the umbrella potential is the harmonic relation:

Vumb =

1
K(dab − d0ab )2
2

where K is the force constant, dab is the distance between atoms a and b, and
d0ab is the fixed value given as the centre of the window.

The implementation of this within FIREBALL is based on the work of ref [29]
the reaction co-ordinates chosen for the UMBRELLA sampling in each case
were the distances between one of the topmost silicon atoms and whichever
atom is directly beneath it. In the case of the 3C, this is a silicon atom in the
layer directly beneath the surface adatom of interest. In the case of the 6HSiC, this is a silicon atom in the 4th layer. The sampling bins are set at 0.1
the total maximum displacement between the atoms at the chosen reaction
coordinates.

The UMBRELLA sampled data, which is a series of parabolas representing
the probability distribution of the sampled data within each bin is then passed
into the WHAM analysis. An example of the UMBRELLA sampled data is in
figure 7.11, the procedure is outlined by Roux.30 The UMBRELLA data is
divided into smaller bins and the probability of these is used to measure the
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free energy in the system with respect to the displacement between the
centers. The output graph gives us a feel for the local energy wells within the
dynamic system. Graphing the free energy versus the displacement of the
two centers shows where these potential wells are, and the energy required
to pass between them.

The reaction coordinates chosen for both the 6H and the 3C-SiC were the
surface adatom and the atom that is directly below it in the lattice. In the case
of the 3C, this is in the layer below, however in the 6H it is three bilayers
below. A representation of this is shown in figure 7.4, below.

Figure 7.4- Orthogonal view of systems studies with chosen reaction coordinates
highlighted in √3 × √3 cell.

7.3 Results.
For each of the 4 sets of experiments, namely 3C and 6H with a bulk
modulus of either 4.42Å or 4.45Å an extended MD was run. Due to the large
number of timesteps of these studies, only an excerpt of the z position of the
surface adatoms is shown in figures 7.5a-f.
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In total sixteen long-run MD simulations were carried out for this study. The
simulations carried out break down as follows- for each of the 4 categories,
namely 3C and 6H-SiC with a bulk modulus of either 4.42Å or 4.45Å, there is
a 2(√3 × √3) surface simulated, a 2√3 × √3 and a √3 × 2√3 and a √3 × √3.
The √3 × √3 surfaces, which contains one surface adatom per study, are not
applicable in the soft-phonon results here but are very useful when
discussing the electronic properties later.
The 2√3 × √3 and the √3 × 2√3 surfaces were simulated because these two
surfaces allowed us to explore far more MD steps than the larger surfaces
due to the lower number of atoms in the supercell. For these surfaces, four kpoints were chosen for use during MD of the 2√3 × √3 and the √3 × 2√3, two
for the 2 ×(√3 × √3) and eight k-points for the MD simulations of the √3 × √3.
The choice of k-points meant that calculated energies could be directly
compared between supercells of different surface sizes.

Figure 7.5 shows examples of the soft-phonon motion, two coupled adatoms
distance above the surface are shown plotted against time, for these graphs
where each time step is 0.25fs. The correlation between the coupled
adatoms is clearly shown in these pictures. The period of these oscillations is
typically about 1000 time steps, which corresponds to a time of 250fs or a
frequency of 4THz, well outside resolution of current experimental
techniques. All graphs in figure 7.5 are from simulations at 300K.
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Figure 7.5- Selection of surface adatom displacement with respect to time. Inset graphs
are zoomed in. Each graph is for the simulation as labelled.

The graphs in figure 7.5 were produced for less time steps over a range of
temperatures from 50K to 1000K in the MD. The period of oscillations
reduced with reduction in temperature, down to 400fs for the 50K studies and
up to 200fs for the 1000K studies. These periods correspond to frequencies
of 2.5THz to 5THz.
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A “check” set of experiments was carried out in all cases graphed in figure
7.5. The check was that one of the surface adatoms was fixed in position in
the 2√3 × √3 and the √3 × 2√3 studies, or two surface adatoms in the 2×
(√3 × √3) studies. The free surface atoms oscillations were severely reduced
in amplitude by comparison to the above graphs. The fixing of one atom out
of a pair that oscillate in tandem to one another allowed a confirmation that
there is a dependance of one adatom in the pair on another.

Observing the existence, frequency and coupling of these soft-phonons is
not enough to explain the surface behaviour. These results confirm the
existence of the proposed soft-phonon and a closer look is now required at
the electronic states of the systems. In order to do this, a band structure was
generated for a large number of timesteps for the studies graphed above.
One hundred surface bandstructures were calculated for every 300K
simulation within one period of oscillations as seen in figure 7.5. A summed
bandstructure for the 2×(√3 × √3) studies is shown in figure 7.7.

In order to carry out the band structure calculations, 41 “special” k-points
were chosen along the axes depicted below (figure 7.6) where the vertices
represent the high symmetry points in the 1st Brillouin Zone. The band
structures shown in figure 7.7 are for the 2 × (√3 × √3) surface, which has
four surface adatoms and therefore four surface dangling bonds. The
oscillatory nature of the surface can be observed by the spread of the bands
in the gap about the static band positions. Further calculated bandstructures
are in Appendix IV.
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For each of the datasets, some few hundred spring constants were tested for
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each of the studies and WHAM was applied to those that resulted in welldefined curves. An example of the UMBRELLA output is depicted in figure
7.11. The resultant WHAM graphs are discussed after a description of the
UMBRELLA results.
A k constant of 35 was decided upon for the 6H-SiC and a k constant of 120
was used for the 3C study, chosen by trial and error. This resulted in the
graph in figure 7.11 and similar graphs for the other supercells. Applying the
UMBRELLA results, of which an example is shown in figure 7.11, to the
WHAM routines results in a curve showing the free energy per mole versus
the distance between the coordination numbers. This measurement of the
free energy is only qualitative, however, as can be seen in figures 7.12 and
7.13, there is a potential barrier which is also quite small. Although graphs
7.12 and 7.13 are not quantitative, it is clear that the potential barrier outside
of the ideal windows goes to infinity on either side of the small hump. This
implies that there are two metastable surface states between these
coordination numbers, indicated by the wells on either side of the small
barrier and that outside of the region the potential tends to infinity.
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Figure 7.9- Graph a is a single oscillation of a soft-phonon on the surface of the 2×(√3×√3)
surface of the 3C-SiC(111). each of the four lines corresponds to the position of one surface
adatom. Graph b shows the total system energy for this same series of time-steps. Graphs
c-g show the band structure at the points highlighted in graphs a and b.
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Figure 7.10- Graph labelled a is a single oscillation of a soft-phonon on the surface of the
2×(√3×√3) surface of the 6H-SiC(0001). each of the four lines corresponds to the position of
one surface adatom. Graph b shows the total system energy for this same series of timesteps. Graphs c-g show the band structure at the points highlighted in graphs a and b.
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Figure 7.11- Sample of Umbrella sampling output from the 6H-45-SiC
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Figure 7.12- Results from WHAM analysis of the UMBRELLA sampling of the 6H-SiC.
The energy barrier is only about 80Kcal.
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Figure 7.13- Results from WHAM analysis of the UMBRELLA sampling of the 3C-SiC.
The energy barrier is only about 50Kcal.

7.4 Conclusions.
These results indicate the presence of soft-phonon motion being the likely
cause of the metal-insulator transition observed on this surface. Once the
system is in motion, it visits metallic and semiconducting states at high
frequency, causing the observed two-band formation that has been
experimentally observed.

By comparison to other cases where soft-phonon interactions have been
observed 1,28, there are many similar features in the behaviour of the present
systems. However, unlike other systems, there has not been any evidence in
the literature for a change in the surface reconstruction on the SiC(111) and
SiC(0001) surfaces studied here. The observed oscillations, being confined
to one dimension in general, make it difficult to observe a change between
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metastable states in experimental conditions and this may be the reason that
no surface modification has been discussed in other works. The results of
“freezing” one or more surface atoms and allowing the others to move freely
provides further compelling evidence that the position of the atoms is
dependent on the frontier orbitals (the dangling bonds) as the unfixed atom
moves far less when this is done.

Compelling evidence for the soft-phonon hypothesis can be seen in figures
(7.11-12). The energy and band structures at the lower energy points are
sufficiently varied to show the band splitting that was previously supposed to
be a Mott-Hubbard transition. The WHAM results further support this,
showing a pair energy minimum and a very low potential barrier between the
two metastable states.

Figures (7.4 a-f) show the frequency of these oscillating states- in the
teraHertz range for both the 3C(111) and the 6H(0001) surfaces studied. This
is well out of the range of current experimental techniques. The range of the
oscillation amplitude is also very small, in the region of hundredths of
angstroms. The effect on the band structure is profound, as shown in figures
7.9 and 7.10.

Mott-Hubbard transitions support much of the properties observed on this
surface. However, such a transition is often used as a catch-all term for
certain phenomena, while this present study shows the possibility of a far
more elegant explanation of the systemsʼ behaviour.
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This adds up to a few points. There are two energetically degenerate ground
states of these systems. At room temperatures, the system dynamically
jumps between the ground states. This is outside of the time resolution of
modern experimental techniques. The only current way to observe this is via
MD simulations.

7.5 Summary.
This chapter describes the surface transition experimentally observed on the
(111) surface of 3C-SiC and the (0001) surface of the 6H-SiC. This transition
has previously been attributed to a Mott-Hubbard transition, however it is
argued that the same transition can be described by a soft-phonon
interaction. It is shown that the energy required to oscillate between two
surface states is remarkably low and as a result a soft-phonon may well be
the mechanism for the transition.

In the next chapter, future work is discussed on another surface that shows a
phase transition, the In-Si(111) surface. This surface has been shown,
computationally, to exhibit a soft-phonon transition. There is also much
experimental data available on this surface, including many RA spectra. With
careful development a calculated RA spectrum based on a dynamical
surface would offer strong evidence in favour of the soft-phonon theory over
other prevailing ideas about the In-Si(111) surface.
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8. Development of RAS calculations.
8.1.1 Introduction.
In Chapters 6 and 7, two separate phenomena of nanoscale systems were
discussed, namely semiconductor to metal transitions and the Mott-Hubbard
transition. In this Chapter another type of behaviour is discussed- nanoscale
“quantum wire” behaviour. This occurs when a metal overlayer on a
substrate forms chains that are far longer than they are deep or wide forming
a quasi-1D system. This chapter discusses what may be a dynamical
surface, the indium induced 4 × 1 reconstruction on Si(111) surface, which
has been described as exhibiting quantum wire behaviour. As discussed in
section 8.1.2 of this chapter, the behaviour may be due to soft phonon
effects. Preliminary computational work has been carried out on this surface,
as described in section 8.3. In section 8.4 an experimental surface analytical
technique called reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS), which has been
important in the study of this surface, is discussed. Section 8.5 describes
how this technique can be modeled in order to compare to experimental
results. Section 8.6 discusses the work carried out so far in pursuit of the
goal of modeling RAS for a dynamical surface.

8.1.2 1D Quantum Wires.
So-called “quantum wires” are a quasi-1D construction atop a substrate, with
the electrons confined in the other two dimensions. The term wire is derived
from the fact that the conductor has length but negligible depth or width.
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There is much technological interest in this phenomenon, as it could lead to
nanoscale wiring systems of high conductivity.

As a result of the the electron wavefunctions confinement in two spacial
dimensions, unusual properties present themselves and physical restriction
or quantum confinement can occur. These properties may manifest
themselves in unusual effects that depend on electron behaviour such as the
optical and magnetic properties of the systems in particular.

The novel properties of these systems may allow us to engineer devices that
are applicable to fields such as nanoelectronics, spintronics or other
applications. By understanding the mechanisms by which certain unusual
properties of these systems arise, it may become possible to tailor-make
systems with near-ideal properties to a desired function.

Prototypical of such quantum wire behaviour are variants of the In-Si(111)
reconstruction. This surface has been discussed in the literature as a subject
of interest since the 1960ʼs.1 The known reconstructions are currently of
intense research interest and discussed later in this chapter.

As part of the studies for this project, it was planned to carry out an ab-initio
RAS calculation of this surface. However, due to time and resource
restrictions with respect to the rewriting of the code, this is now in “future
work”. Here, preliminary results on the In-Si(111) surface are discussed,
some of which were presented to the American Physical Society at the
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March Meeting in 2008 in New Orleans, have also been discussed in poster
presentation form at the Institute of Physics Spring Weekend in Birr Castle,
Ireland in March 2006 and at the 2nd National Conference on Condensed
Matter & Material Physics conference in April 2007 in the University of
Leicestershire, U.K.

RAS is an excellent experimental technique for analysing quantum wire
systems. It is a surface analytical technique that measures the anisotropy in
the near-normal incidence reflectance of linearly polarised light along two
orthogonal axes in a material surface. These data are highly surface-specific
and have been shown recently to provide an optical signature of conducting
nanostructures.2

In this chapter, section 8.2 discusses the In-Si(111) system and
computational findings carried out for this work and results are compared to
similar computational and experimental results. RAS as an experimental
technique is discussed in more detail in section 8.3 and the way in which a
routine RAS calculation engine could be developed for the FIREBALL suite
is discussed in section 8.4. Section 8.5 discusses the current progress to this
end in FIREBALL. The In-Si(111) system was chosen as an ideal starting
point due to its predominance in the literature as it has been the subject of
intense study in recent years.3
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8.2 The In-Si(111) surface.
A large number of reconstructions have been observed on the In-Si(111)
surface with coverages of 0.5 monolayers. The first details about this surface
in the literature are from 1964 in work by Lander and Morrison.1 In the last
decade, a lot of work has been published on the surface reconstructions
presented by this system following Yoem et al.ʼs 19994 and 20025 work which
showed that this surface not only exhibits one dimensional metallic
properties, but also a temperature induced reversible phase transition at
120K, leading from the 4 × 1 to an 8 × 2 reconstruction. Initially, for the 4 × 1,
various models have been proposed by Sarinin et al.6, 7 and Zotov et al.,8
Kumph et al.,9 Bunk et al.,10,11 on the basis of results from various techniques
such as RAS,12,13 STM,13,14,7 LEED,15 PES16, XRD16 and HREELS.16
55
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monolayer coverages. This work resulted in the phase diagram in figure 8.1.
Following that paper much interest in the so-called “striped structure” and the
4 × 1 began.

The room temperature phase of the In-Si(111) surface exhibits a 4 × 1
reconstruction, the generally-accepted topology of this surface is the Bunk
model,11 which came about after a period of deliberation between various
proposed models.6 -11 Figure 8.2 shows the bunk model surface
reconstruction. It consists of two indium chains separated by a silicon
chain 11. The reconstruction itself is similar to the Pandey19 type
reconstruction for Si(111)-2 × 1 surface. One interesting result of this effort in
the In-Si(111) 4 × 1 is that, due to a large energy gap between the wire and
the substrate, it has been shown that the indium chains appear to carry
charge without any coupling or dependency on the surface, and thus may be
the smallest known wires possible.20 The 4 × 1 surface itself appears to be a
1-D conductor, with electron confinement in the other two dimensions and is
a Peierls-type conductor.4, 5,21, 22 In a Peierls-type conductor the electrons do
not behave as they do in a Fermi liquid, instead they exhibit “Luttinger liquid”
behaviour, which is described in detail in reference [2].
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Figure 8.2- Depiction of the Bunk model of the In-Si(111) 4×1 surface. Indium is
represented by the pink spheres, silicon by the silver spheres. The 4×1 is highlighted by
boxes. For clarity the top view (above) omits all silicon substrate atoms whereas the
side view shows a single layer of the substrate.11

Published computational work on this surface agree with the Bunk model for
the 4 × 1 reconstruction.11 The first of these theoretical works to appear in
the literature was by Cho et al.,23 where the conclusion was drawn that the
Bunk model for the 4 × 1 was confirmed to be the lowest energy
reconstruction. The conclusion also supported experimental data from angleresolved photoemission,24 scanning tunneling microscopy images7 and corelevel photoemission data. 23 Other computational studies published include
Nakamura et al.,25 and R. H. Miwa and G. P. Srivastava,26 who
independently confirmed the Bunk Model via PW in both the LDA and the
GGA and tight-binding methods in both the LDA and GGA. These studies
agreed with Bunkʼs 4 × 1 model as being the lowest energy reconstruction at
this temperature by total energy calculations from minimisation of the
Hellman-Feynmann forces and evaluating the overall structural change.
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Around this time Tsay et al. computationally evaluated the three phases of
the surface in the LCAO using LDA and evaluated the total energies. 27

Figure 8.3- Depiction of the In-Si(111) 8×2 surface from Tsay et al.27 and Kumph et al.18.
Indium is represented by the pink spheres, silicon by the silver spheres. As with figure
8.1, the 8×2 is highlighted by a boxes. For clarity the top view omits all silicon substrate
atoms.

The LT reconstructions are still hotly debated in the literature. In this regime,
there are two identified phases, a 4 × ”2” and an 8 × 2. The phase transition
4 × 1 -> 4 × ”2” -> 8 × 2 has been attributed to a charge density wave (CDW)
driven by a single band4, 5 or triple band Peierls instability,24 or that it is due to
a periodic lattice distortion,9, 23 or a many-body interaction effect,28 or some
combination 29 of these. The idea of the phase change being due to a CDW
driven by a Peierls instability was questioned by Kumpf et al.9 based on their
SXRD results and they attributed a 3D CDW. The Peierls deformation is
driven by a charge density wave as described in Peierls book on the subject.
30

Furthermore, there has been no general agreement on the structure of these
LT surfaces, with models proposed suggesting the 8×2 surface is metallic,
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but with a lower density of states at the Fermi level,31, 32, 5 semimetallic,31 and
phys. stat. sol. (b) 242, No. 13 (2005) / www.pss-b.com

semiconducting with a fundamental energy gap of 0.1–0.3 eV.33, 34, 35 Cho et

2657

al.23 have concluded that the phase transition was not due to a CDW.
×

However their interpretation of results is not completely accepted.5 Tsay
δ

proposed a candidate reconstruction for the 8 × 2 surface in 200527 which
∆

∆

corresponded with Kumpf et al.ʼs findings.9 This is shown in figure 8.3, this is
the “trimer model” for this surface.

×

The 4 × ”2” reconstruction remains elusive. As figure 8.4 indicates, LEED
results do not show sharply-defined spots indicative of perfect order in the
x2
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The effort to understand the phase change and streaked LEED pattern has
been considerable. With the possibility of quantum wire behaviour in the
4 × 1, the subject of the LT phases is of significant technological importance.

Two excellent methods for probing such anisotropic electrical properties is
the use of polarised optical techniques such as RAS and Raman
spectroscopy. The first RA spectra of the In-Si(111) reconstruction were by
Pedreschi et al. in 1998.3 Later, Fleischer et al.36 and Chandola et al.37
succeeded in achieving a RA spectrum for lower energy incident light and
over the phase transition itself. These studies which reported on both RAS36
and Raman37 spectroscopy results, indicated both one dimensionality and
that through the 4 × 1 -> 8 × 2 transition there is a split in the anisotropy at
about 2eV, as well as 1.4 eV and 0.7eV. By using vicinal silicon and the
technique of J. Viernow et al.38, all three succeeded in growing large
domains of these 1D structures and then probing them experimentally. This
then simplified the process of cooling the substrate and looking at the
change in the RA spectrum as the surface altered from the 4 × 1 -> 4 × ”2” ->
8 × 1. The result of these evolution RA spectra was that subtracting one from
the other gave further insight into the phase change. Recently, Chandola et
al. concluded that a hexagon model for the LT surface was more likely over
Fleischer et al.ʼs trimer model.36

For the 4 × 1 structure, there have been a few successful theoretical RAS
spectra reported,23,39 however theoretical RAS papers have yielded no
further results for the LT phases. Due to the inherent limitation with DFT that
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the bandgap is underestimated, computational RAS results are relatively
qualitative in nature. However Wang et al. succeeded in theoretically
reproducing the overall features of the 8 × 2 and the 4 × 1.39 Although
Wangʼs results discussed the 4 × 1 Bunk model and their support for it from
their results, conclusions about the 8 × 2 or the 4 × 2 topology were not
forthcoming.

Using GGA with a PW basis set,23 Cho et al.ʼs analysis of the atomic
structure of the SXRD-derived trimer9 structure yielded the result that the
optimized 8 × 2 or 4 × 2 reconstructions were only ∼8 meV/(4 × 1-unit cell)
more stable than the 4 × 1 structure. The 4 × 1 structure that they found was
in good agreement with ARPES experimental results,22 adding confidence to
the 8 × 2 results. However 8meV is a very small difference and well within
the error margins of these computational methods. In contrast with
experimental results, they also found the 4 × ”2” to be metallic. This indicated
that the processesʼ responsible for the phase transition on the surface may
have be something not included in their DFT calculations for the 4 × 1 →
4 × ”2” transition. Based on these results, Ahn et al.24 suggested with results
from angle resolved photoemission studies that the phase change is due to a
triple-band Peierls instability. Park et al. 28 suggested also that the phase
change may have something to do with defects, and using STM observed
the charge ordering to show the CDW nature of the ground state. Based on
the interpretation of their STM and DFT results, Lee et al. argued that the LT
4 × “2” phase is not a band insulator, but is stabilised by many-body
interactions.28
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In 2005, Gonzales et al. showed that soft sheer motion may be responsible
for the metallic behaviour and the phase change.3 Gonzales showed that
there are 4 hexagonal 8 × 2 reconstructions into which the LT phase can
form, rather than Kumpfʼs trimer model.9 In higher temperature regimes
these are shown to average out into the currently known 4 × 1 reconstruction
by rapidly changing sheer motion interactions. Gonzales argues that this
model (known as the GFO model39) answers the issue of the 4 × ”2” streaks
as well as describing the reasons for its metallic behaviour at RT. The GFO
model of the system essentially states that there are four differing groundstate LT phases of the In-Si(111), each with 8 × 2 symmetry. Once the
system reaches the critical temperature of ~130K all four exist in a constant
state of flux on the surface due to soft phonon interactions, leading to an
experimentally resolved 4 × 1 surface. In principle, this is a similar
macroscopic behaviour to the small microscopic behaviour argued in
Chapter 7 regarding the 3C-SiC(100) surface to explain the Mott-Hubbard
transition.

In a letter, Yoem aggressively disagreed with Gonzales et al.ʼs conclusions,
citing that dynamical fluctuations of this nature would be detected in
photoemission experiments.39 Gonzales et al. responded quickly with
another letter, showing that the model they propose is consistent with peak
broadening as observed by experimentalists and that their model is
consistent with all other available data.41 They showed that a soft-shear
motion is not solely responsible for the reversible phase transition (RPT), but
is definitely a factor in it. Very recently Gonzales et al., went on to explain the
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RPT in terms of a two-band Peierls transition and a soft sheer motion action
rather than the previously thought 3 band Peierls transition.41, 42

Fleischer et al., succeeded in 2005 in acquiring an RA spectrum for lower
energy incident light than previously possible.36 Their study indicated that
soft shear phonons may well be the underlying mechanism. Recent work by
Chandola et al.,37 shows that the RAS and surface ellipsometry in the mid
infra red can support one, but not all, of the energetically degenerate
structures proposed by Gonzales et al.. However, using the PW
approximation Cho et al. had previously shown that the hexagon structure is
unstable.23 Yet recent positron diffraction studies support the hexagon model
for the LT phase.43 In further contrast to these results, Wipperman et al.
reports that the Gonzales model supports calculated results for quantum
transport whereas any trimer model does not.44

Very recently, Gonzales et al. has shown that theoretical STM results based
on the dynamical model of 4 × 2 hexagons forming the observed 8 × 2 and
4 × 1 reconstructions match well with experimental STM results.42 This is
further supported by Chandola et al.ʼs recent paper using a PW code that
shows that experimental and theoretical results for a hexagon-type model
are consistent in RAS results for a small supercell and for at least one of the
possible 4 × 2 reconstructions.37
It was proposed that by using the massively scalable computational abilities
of FIREBALL coupled with theoretical RAS or similar ellipsometry results, it
may be possible to further develop the model and explain some of the newer
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experimental results based on the dynamical surface model postulated by
Gonzales. That is, to calculate a RAS for all the Gonzales structures and see
if their interaction can show a minimisation of the 1.4eV peak when summed
together.
8.3.1 Experiment.
In terms of actual computational work carried out on this surface, an Fdata
and molecule file have been developed. Gonzales et al.ʼs soft phonon
interaction required MD simulations, however, a quench has been carried
out. The Fdata consisted of an LDA basis set with silicon and indium. The
cutoffs for the silicon were 4.8Å for the s shell and 5.3Å for the p shell. For
indium the cutoffs were 5.4Å and 6.3Å for the s and p shells, respectively.
The basis set cut offs were default values for silicon and hydrogen in this
case. The molecule file contained 20 indium atoms atop a slab of 350 silicon
atoms, this represented a substrate of 9 layers of silicon and a surface size
of 2×(4 × 1) in the “×1” direction. Figure 8.5 shows the supercell used for this
calculation.

An energy minimization, surface DOS and bulk DOS has been generated for
this system.
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Figure 8.5- The slab used for preliminary In-Si(111) calculations. Top left is the surface,
showing only the surface atoms, silicon is silver and indium is pink. Bottom left is a side
view of the slab. On the right it the entire slab in an ortho view.

8.3.2 Results.
In the quench, the supercell reconstructed minimally. An average atomic
movement in the indium of less than 0.1Å was observed. This implies that
the structure is, initially, in a relaxed state. A table of charge migration and
the DOS in the surface and in the bulk is discussed in this section.
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Atom
Number

Species

Charge
lost (/eV)

Atom
Number

1

In

0.0955321

16

In

-0.0390995

2

In

0.094808

17

In

-0.032628

3

In

0.1001728

18

In

-0.0444843

4

In

0.1017279

19

In

-0.0390628

5

In

0.1038587

20

In

-0.0223328

6

In

0.1055783

21

Si

-0.0391933

7

In

0.1029707

22

Si

-0.0381207

8

In

0.1004831

23

Si

-0.0374027

9

In

0.0947011

24

Si

-0.040256

10

In

0.0990477

25

Si

-0.0385479

11

In

-0.049174

26

Si

-0.0284525

12

In

-0.043259

27

Si

-0.0293561

13

In

-0.043798

28

Si

-0.0310089

14

In

-0.044221

29

Si

-0.0287112

15

In

-0.045898

30

Si

-0.0311131

Species

Charge
lost (/eV)

Table 8.1 Charge migration in surface atoms corresponding to figure 8.6. Description is in the text.

Figure 8.6- number labels of the slab surface atoms corresponding to data in table 8.1.
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The indium atoms closest to the surface silicon chain lost, on average
0.01eV, whereas indium atoms 11 - 20 gained a charge of 0.04eV. The
charge lost on indium 1-10 was somewhat gained by the surface silicons.
Also, silicon atoms 31 - 35 (not pictured), which are directly below the indium
atoms numbered 11 - 15 had a similar charge transfer result to silicons 21 30. The other silicon atoms on the layer sharing silicons 31 to 35 are bound
to the surface silicon atoms (numbered 21 - 30). Below that the change in
charge on silicon atoms was of the order of 0.001eV. This implies some
bonding is occurring between the indium and surface-most silicon atoms.

Figure 8.7 shows the calculated surface and bulk band structures. These
were calculated with an 8 k-point Monkhorst-Pack mesh. The Fermi level for
the slab was found to be -2.83eV.

Bulk Si

14
12

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0
-2

-1

0

1

Si
In

14

2

-2

-1

0

1

2

Figure 8.7- Calculated DOS in the Bulk (left image) and, right image, on the surface for
the In atoms (blue) and Si (red) for the In-Si(111) surface slab.
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8.3.3 Discussion.
As mentioned in section 8.2, these results are preliminary, however it is clear
that there is some charge interaction between the indium and surface silicon
atoms. The DOS in the bulk shows semiconducting behaviour, as expected
and the surface DOS is metallic.

These results are an ideal starting point for the development of a RAS
calculation from within the FIREBALL package. The rest of this chapter
deals with RAS itself, in section 8.4 and how this can be built into

FIREBALL-lightning as in section 8.5. Section 8.6 finishes off with the
implementation of code to calculate optical absorption in FIREBALL as
another stepping stone towards a complete ab-initio RAS calculation.

8.4 Reflectance Anisotropy Spectroscopy.
RAS is an optical technique for probing a surface.45 It is non destructive, and
is relatively inexpensive to implement experimentally, after overhead costs.
As a result, since its inception in the 1980s, it has become an important tool
in analysing surface reconstructions. The importance of RAS is that it excels
as a technique when probing surface reconstructions that may have
structures aligned in one direction, especially on a substrate that has cubic
symmetry.
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Typically, a RAS study is combined with one or more of a range of surface
techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low energy
electron diffraction (LEED), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
ultraviolet photoemission (PE) and inverse photoemission (IPE)
spectroscopy. Combining these techniques with RAS provides insight into
the atomic and electronic structure and the morphology of surfaces.

The principle of operation of RAS is that it measures the difference in
reflectivity of normally-incident plane polarised light between two orthogonal
directions in the surface, normalised to the mean reflectance:

!

!

!

!

!

∆r
2(rx − ry )
=
r
rx + ry !

!

!

!

!

8.1

where the reflectances r are complex Fresnel reflectance amplitudes.46 Most
optical probing techniques are not very surface specific, because they
penetrate many layers of the sample. However in the case of RAS, assuming
the substrate is some bulk crystal with cubic symmetry, then the result is only
surface contributions and negates the response due to the substrate.

Although RAS is applicable in any environment where the surrounding
medium is optically transparent, it is usually used in ultra high vacuum (UHV)
due to considerations for the specimen. In the last decade or so, RAS has
been established as a powerful probe sensitive to extraordinarily low surface
coverages such as ~0.01ML.47 Outside of its established use as a
semiconductor and metallic surface analysis tool, RAS has been applied to
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remote surface stress/strain measurements,47 monitoring LCD fabrication48
and characterisation of thin films.49

Experimentally, RAS may be regarded as a development of spectroscopic
ellipsometry(SE),50-52 a technique that can be used to evaluate the dielectric
function of materials without the complexity of Kramers-Kronig analysis.53,54
The essential difference with SE is that linearly polarised light is incident on
the sample close to the Brewster angle, whereas RAS uses near-normal
incidence of light.5

In application, RAS requires an understanding of the Jones matrix and its
applications (e.g. ref [46]) in order to correctly set up the apparatus (See, e.g.
refs [53, and 55]).This allows an experimental physicist to mathematically
evaluate the effect the apparatus components has on the overall result.
There are many examples of excellent discussions of this and the practical
setup of the experimental apparatus in the literature (e.g. refs [1,53 and
references therein]. The essential use of the Jones matrix in RAS is that it
describes what happens during an experiment.

There is no generally described method for interpretation of an RA spectra.
This is especially difficult with single crystal surfaces since the response of
the surface under investigation depends upon the complex dielectric function
of both the surface region and the bulk.53 However, a useful method for
analysing a RAS result is the “three phase model” developed from Fresnel
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theory by McIntyre and Aspnes,56 with extensions by Selci et al.,57 Cole et al.
58

and Del Sole.59

A surface that has reconstructed may be considered to be an interface
between two crystals with dielectric tensor components ϵixx, ϵiyy, and ϵizz. ϵixx
is the x response of the dielectric tensor to x components of the incident
beam in medium i, where i = 1(surface or thin film) or 2(substrate or bulk
material). If the bulk material or substrate is isotropic, then the tensor
components are the same along each material axis. This allows ϵ2jj, where j
= x, y or z, to be replaced by the single component ϵb, the isotropic bulk
dielectric constant.

The three phase model is the division of the surface into three distinct
regions- bulk, thin film and vacuum. Using this model and the Fresnel
equations, expressions may be derived for the s and p polarised light
reflected from a surface.60 As RAS is only concerned with the reflectance of
p-polarised light resulting from a p-polarised incident beam, only that
equation need be quoted for experimental analysis of RAS.

i4π cos θ0
rpp (θ0 , ϕ) = 1 +
λ(�b − 1)(�b cos2 θ0 − sin θ0 )
�
�� 2 �
�
�
�
�
�b
2
2
(�b − �¯) �b −
− �¯ sin θ0 + ∆� �b − sin θ0 cos(2ϕ)
�zz
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

8.2

!

!

!

!

8.3

where,

!

!

!

!

!

∆� =

�yy − �xx
!
2

and
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!

!

!

!

!

�¯ =

�xx + �yy
!
2

!

!

!

!
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In the normal incidence case, θ0 = 0 and this equation simplifies to:

!

!

!

rpp (θ0 , ϕ) = 1 +

i4πd
[�b − �¯ + ∆� cos 2ϕ]
λ(�b − 1)
!!

8.5

where θ is the angle of incidence, and φ is the angle of polarisation with
respect to the normal of the surface plane.

Aspens61 and Berkovitz et al.62 have shown that RAS may be defined as:

!

!

!

!

∆r
rpp (00 , 900 ) − rpp (00 , 00 )
=2
r
rpp (00 , 900 ) + rpp (00 , 00 ) !!

!

!
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!
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and, if

!

!

!

rpp (00 , 900 ) = 1 +

i4πd
[�b − �yy ]
λ(�b − 1)
!

and

!

!

!

rpp (00 , 00 ) = 1 +

i4πd
[�b − �xx ]
λ(�b − 1)
!

then substitution into the rpp (θ, φ) equation above yields the following
expression:
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∆r
i4πd (�xx − �yy )
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r
λ
�b − 1 ! !

!

!

!
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where d is the depth of the surface reconstruction (medium 1) and λ the
incident light wavelength and d must be << λ. This equation can aid in the
calculation of surface dielectric tensor components and a general
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understanding of the RA response. This summarises how experimentally
derived RA spectra can be analysed, as it converts the experimental quantity
Δr / r into a material property (ϵxx - ϵyy = Δϵsurface). There is more information
that can be gleaned from such procedures, and these can be found in any of
the references in this section. (e.g. Weightman.).53

8.5 Ab-Initio RAS Calculations.
In section 8.2, the advantage of calculations for comparison with
experimental results when exploring the In-Si(111) surface was discussed.
Calculating an RA spectra from first principles has allowed for the direct
comparison of experimental models for surface reconstructions as well as
giving insight into underlying mechanisms for behaviour in a system. The
dependance of RAS on surface geometry63 means that a sufficiently
accurate simulation technique to produce theoretical RA spectra from first
principles is a highly desirable tool when exploring surface topology models.

Building on the three phase model discussed in section 8.3 and the
comprehensive earlier work put forward on matter-light interactions,56,64 Del
Sole et al. developed in 1981 a generalised expression for the surface
contribution to the reflectance,65

!

!

!

!

∆Ri
4ω
(ω) =
I
R
c

�

�
∆�ii (ω)
�b (ω) − 1 !

where ϵb is the bulk dielectric function, and
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where ϵij (ω; z, zʼ) is the non-local macroscopic dielectric tensor at the solid
vacuum interface as described in depth in reference [66].

Early attempts to generate a computationally derived RA spectra were
grounded in empirical methods. By fitting the the dipole tensors within the
surface to simple harmonic motion, a qualitative picture is drawn up. A
method like this was carried out by Wassermeier et al. in 199167 which
resulted in qualitative results that were a good match with experimental
findings.

In 1990 Manghi and Del Sole68 showed that a simple expression for the
surface contribution to the reflectivity can be derived from eq. 8.12 above,
provided that two criteria are met. Firstly, that a supercell is sufficiently large
that the surface and surface-modified bulk wavefunctions are described and
secondly, that the off-diagonal terms of the dielectric tensor are small
compared to the diagonal ones. The result is:
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where, αiihs with i = x, y is the dielectric tensor component of averaged halfslab polarisability. In principle, eq. 8.13 contains all surface contributions to
the optical reflectance. The actual calculation usually requires some further
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approximations. The effort to solve αii by ab-initio methods is highly
involved. The first ab-initio semiconductor RAS calculation was published by
Morris et al.69 in the mid nineties within the LDA using a scissors operator to
deal with the band gap issue.

Adolphi et al. 70 and references therein describe a method within the LDA for
calculation of the αii term. The method described is still used in most
calculations (for example in references [71, 72 and 40]), however the
application of TD-DFT and better XC approximations have been shown to
yield a modest improvement in results. The issue is that this improvement
has also been shown to be computationally far more expensive.73

From DFT calculations in the LDA, the Bloch band eigenfunctions are
obtained, with energy eigenvalues ϵn (k) in the first Brillouin zone, where n is
the band index and k is the wave vector in the BZ. For a semiconductor, the
Bloch states have an occupancy of 1 or 0, for valence band and conduction
band, respectively. From Adolph et al., and references,70,74-76 the microscopic
dielectric tensor in the optical limit of vanishing wave vector q → 0 is:

�ij (ω) = δij + 4παij (ω)
= δij +

16πe2 �2 � �
�ck|vi |vk��vk|vj |ck�
Ω
[�c (k) − �v (k)] ([�c (k) − �v (k)]2 − �[ω + iη]2 )
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k
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where v and c correspond to the case when n is in the valence or conduction
bands. Ω is the volume of the reciprocal cell. η is a line broadening term.
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Calculating αii in this way over a very fine real-space mesh to avoid
numerical noise for the integration has been used in other implementations
to yield an ab-initio RA spectrum.40 Results of integration algorithms tested
within the FIREBALL package can be found in the previous chapter on the
Create code.

This method has been directly used to determine the geometry of the
3C- SiC (001) 3 × 2 reconstruction77 and on the In-Si(111) 4 × 1 surface40 in
previous studies. The ability to carry out such calculations routinely in

FIREBALL would not only be a boon to its use as a tool, but would also
allow for far more in depth analysis of the dynamical phases of the In-Si(111)
surface discussed above. This in turn would not only yield a better
understanding of this controversial surface, but also a greater knowledge of
the underlying mechanisms of RAS, which are still debated.78-84

8.6 Optical transitions in FIREBALL.

As a “first step” towards implementing the calculation of an RA spectrum, a
new module was written for the FIREBALL code that would allow the
calculation of absorption spectra. This new module was the first attempt to
build a “plug in” for the FIREBALL-lightning code.

There are a large number of papers on the subject of simulation of an optical
absorption via empirical or ab-initio methods. Within the LDA, the method
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used by Makowska-Janusik et al.85 was implemented. This has been applied
to empirical calculations previously and is well described in the literature.

In order to accurately simulate optical properties of a system by ab-initio
methods, a far more rigorous method should rightly be employed. In other
words in calculating an optical absorption spectrum, the method outlined
here is only a weak approximation- no account was given to electron-hole
interactions, as would be done by the independent quasiparticle method, for
example. The objective was to calculate an absorption spectrum within the
LDA using the independent particle approximation that is at the core of

FIREBALL. This study allowed for an evaluation of the philosophy behind
FIREBALL-lightning and was not expected to result in a highly accurate
outcome.

From Makowska-Janusik et al.,85 the intensity of absorption can be
expressed by the formula:
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where I(ω) is the intensity of absorption of energy of frequency ω, j is the
HOMO state in the molecule, k sums over the excited states and Γ is a
Gaussian line shape widening parameter. Results from this module are not
yet compiled.
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Implementing equation 8.5.1 to calculateαii in FIREBALL-Lightning has a
specific limitation. This issue, which was highlighted late in this work, is that
the wavefuctions required in the equation require pure Kohn-Sham type
wavefunctions. Kohn Sham is being implemented in FIREBALL, but had not
been implemented at time of writing.
8.7 Summary.
This chapter discusses a surface that shares properties with both of the
surfaces discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, namely a metallic overlayer on a
semiconductor and a dynamical surface. The natural progression of the work
described in this thesis lends itself to the development of a method for
calculating an RA spectrum for many different surface reconstructions within
the soft phonon model for the In-Si(111) surface for comparison to
experimental results.
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9. Conclusions and future work.
9.1 K-SiC(100).
In the studies on surface metallisation of silicon carbide, a new
reconstruction for the 1ML was suggested. The surface model suggested fits
experimental results well and has a total energy that is far lower than the
SXRD-derived surface previously proposed by Derycke et al.1 The 2 × 1
LEED pattern reported from experimental results for this surface cannot be
entirely explained by the computational surface model shown in figure 6.13a.
It may well be the case that the overall pattern emerges as a result of a
distortion in the “×4” direction of the c(2 × 4) underlayer, leading to the
observed 2 × 1 due to potassium-induced boundaries interfering with the
surface.

The computational results also suggest that the potassium is semiconducting
up to and beyond the 1ML coverage due to its forced positions on the
potassium surface, and that the silicon carbide surface is metallic throughout.
This is supported by the DOS graphs shown in fig 6.11.

On the SXRD reported 2/3ML coverage surface, there is little total difference
between the model shown from computational results and the SXRD-derived
surface. The calculated total energy difference between these two surfaces
is quite small, the computationally derived surface being only ~0.2eV below
the SXRD-derived surface. However, when the SXRD model is subjected to
simulated annealing, rather than just an energy minimisation, it reconstructs
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considerably, suggesting that the surface model is not stable. The
computationally-derived model shown in fig 6.13b does reconstruct
significantly on annealing.

The results show that the potassium atoms on the surface are of lower total
energy when they are in differing rows and columns to one another, this is
clear from figure 6.8, implying that the surface deposition of potassium builds
up not in dimers, as proposed in ref [1], but in a more distributed way.

There is clear evidence that the 1ML surface requires more careful study,
and that the surface needs to be probed in such a way to determine whether
the potassium layer or the silicon carbide underlayer is being examined by
the STM results reported by Derycke et al. 1

The application of metallic overlayers on semiconductors are of paramount
importance in the semiconductor industry. This study builds on the
fundamentals of such studies. The skills developed in the study of the K-SiC
(100) surface can be applied to the In-Si(111) system discussed in Chapter 8
as well as further studies of metals on the SiC(100) surface.

9.2 3C-SiC(111) & 6H-SiC(0001).
In the study of the 3C-(111)-SiC and the 6H-(0001)-SiC √3 × √3 surfaces, the
band structure modifications over time show compelling evidence that the
surface transition may be due to a soft phonon interaction. Previously this
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has been ascribed to a Mott-Hubbard transition. The evidence for soft
phonons being the mechanism involved is not solely based on the band
structure. The WHAM graphs in figures 7.13 and 7.14, although not
quantitatively ideal, indicate two local minima on each of the surfaces,
indicative of two metastable surface reconstructions and providing further
evidence for the soft phonon hypothesis.

Experimentally, it is very difficult to find evidence to show the soft phonon
theory as being the mechanism that drives this system. Although the
computational evidence presented here supports published band structures,
the metastable states identified require a more accurate calculation of the
electronic structure for direct comparison with both Mott-Hubbard model
calculated results and experimental results. During the course of the
literature review on this surface, no optical data was found. If such studies
were carried out both experimentally and theoretically the comparison may
well yield a far greater understanding of the mechanisms involved here.

There are a number of surfaces that have been discussed in the literature as
exhibiting a Mott-Hubbard transition. The Mott-Hubbard is an important and
exciting phenomenon in itʼs own right, but it is not a catch-all solution, and
much other explanations of behaviour should be explored. This study shows
that in some cases the Mott-Hubbard transition is not the underlying
mechanism and that what is actually occurring is an elegant and interesting
problem to study.
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9.3 FIREBALL.
The FIREBALL code has evolved considerably into FIREBALL-Lightning
and Create-Lightning during the course of this work. The principle aim was to
make it far easier to develop new algorithms and implement new
functionality. This has been achieved successfully with the modularisation of
the code. Rewriting the codebase was a substantial undertaking but
worthwhile in that there are now far fewer barriers to the adoption of

FIREBALL within academic communities. Informal discussion with groups in
other universities may result in the use of the Lightning code in massively
parallel energy minimisation functions, for example using point energy to
calculate a structure with no initial estimate of the cell structure or in using
heuristic-genetic algorithms for material design, which would take advantage
of the efficiency of FIREBALL-Lightning for evaluation of each
generation.Evaluation of the new codebase is ongoing at time of writing in
addition to new applications of the code being concept tested.

The new applications that FIREBALL-Lightning can be applied to are
endless. At the time of writing, work has begun to develop crowd-sourced
heuristic techniques for material prediction that will incorporate the new,
faster FIREBALL-Lightning as its primary computational tool. As well as this,
there is work ongoing in computing an optical spectrum by the dipole
summing technique2 and by the use of electrostatic potentials-3 both of which
are possible in the new modular approach to the FIREBALL code.
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9.4 In-Si(111).
Regarding the study of In-Si(111), this surface has enjoyed a lot of interest
for the past decade or so, and its behaviour continues to be explored. The
soft phonon and surface metallisation properties of this surface make it an
ideal candidate for progression of the work described on silicon carbide in
this thesis. There has been much work published on the optical properties of
this system. There are theoretical and experimental RA spectra in the
literature that can be used for direct comparison of a FIREBALL
implemented calculation of this property. The completion of a FIREBALL
implemented calculation would be a logical step forward from the work in this
thesis as it would combine phonon interactions and surface metallisation with
optical properties, all of which are discussed in this work.

Work is ongoing towards this end. The improvements of Create-Lightning
and FIREBALL-Lightning packages are continually delivering speed
increases over the older codebase by a factor of at least 2 and have spurned
the effort considerably.
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Appendix I. Testing of the Adaptive Simpsonʼs
Module.
This Appendix merely consists of notes drawn up during the testing and
implementation of a numerical quadrature method- adaptive Simpsonʼs
algorithm into FIREBALL.
A.I.1 Introduction.
Adaptive Simpson's method is based on estimating the error seen in
calculating a definite integral using Simpson's rule. If the error exceeds a
user-specified tolerance, the algorithm calls for subdividing the interval of
integration in two and applying adaptive Simpson's method to each
subinterval in a recursive manner.
This continues until:

|S(a, c) + S(b, c) − S(a, c)|
<�
15
Where:- a and b are the ends of an interval with midpoint c, S() is the
Simpson's rule estimate of that interval and ε is the relative error. The 15
ensures that estimates obtained are exact for polynomials of degree 5 or
less. (This is a proof from ref [1])
Essentially, if the error is more than a specific tolerance, the program halves
the section, and then goes again, if this is more then the error, it splits the
section again and repeats the process.
A.I.2 Pseudo-code of the Adaptive Simpsonʼs Algorithm
The following set of points is a pseudocode of the Adapative Simpsonʼs
Algorithm, the flow-chart of which is depicted in figure 5.2.
a. Get upper and lower limits from calling program
b. Get error level thatʼs acceptable from calling program
c. Get function to be integrated from calling program
d. Evaluate integral limitations.
e. Evaluate first estimate
"
1. Simpsons rule applied as if there is only two sections
"
2. Check against Rule applied against an evaluation of just
"
one section.
"
3. If difference is less than 15epsilon, done.
f. Evaluate second estimate
"
1. Left half function from last step split into two sections
"
2. checked against Rule applied against an evaluation of just
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"
"
"

one section.
3. If difference is less than 15epsilon, done.
4. Otherwise halve current section and repeat (6) until

|S(a, c) + S(b, c) − S(a, c)|
<�
15
"
g. Result is sum of all sections once barrier is reached of 15ε.
A.I.3 Testing of Adaptive Simpsonʼs module.
Table A.I.1 shows a range of input and output results for various functions
used to test the Adaptive Simpsonʼs module. The results were compared to
the result from the analytical solution of each integrand.

The deviation between analytical results and the program output can be seen
in table A.I.1, the module results break down at polynomials of order 6 or so.
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Equation

Limits

Program Result

Analytical Result

Cos(x)

-1 to 1

-1.682941

-1.6829

Cos(x)

-1 to 0

-0.8414705

-0.84147

Sin(x)

-1 to 1

0

0

Sin(x)

-1 to 0

-0.4596975

-0.45969

x

-5 to 5

0

0

x

-5 to 0

-12.5

-12.5

3x

-5 to 5

0

0

3x

-5 to 0

-37.5

-37.5

x2

-5 to 5

83.33333

83 1/3

x2

-5 to 0

41.66666

41 2/3

3x2

-5 to 5

250

250

3x2

-5 to 0

125

125

3x2+ 2x

-5 to 5

250

250

3x2+ 2x

-5 to 0

100

100

3x3+ 2x2

-5 to 5

166.6667

166 2/3

3x3+ 2x2

-5 to 0

-385.4167

-385.416dot

3x4+ 2x3

-5 to 5

3750

3750

3x4+ 2x3

-5 to 0

1562.5

1562 1/2

3x5+ 2x4

-5 to 5

2500

2500

3x5+ 2x4

-5 to 0

-6562.5

-6562.5

3x6+ 2x5

-5 to 5

66964.3

66964.284

3x6+ 2x5

-5 to 0

28273.81

28273.8086

3x3 + 2x2 + 5x

-5 to 5

166.6667

166 2/3

3x3 + 2x2 + 5x

-5 to 0

-447.9167

-447.91

3x8 + 2x2 + 5x

-5 to 5

1302251

1302250

3x8 + 2x2 + 5x

-5 to 0

651062.6

651062.5

Table A.I.1- Results from testing of the Adaptive Simpsonʼs module.
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Appendix II. Implementing Exact Exchange into
FIREBALL.
The derivation of exact exchange for FIREBALL is included in this appendix
for completeness. The bulk of this work was carried out by Prof. J. Lewis (cosupervisor of this thesis) during a sabbatical in 2000.
A. II.1 Exchange integral.
The single-particle Hartree-Fock equation can be written as:

hi ψi (ri ) +
�
j

|cjα |2

�

�

Vex (r, r� )

ψi (r) 3 �
d r ψi (ri ) = �i ψi (r)
ψi ((r� )

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r1

��

d3 r

�
e2
∗
φ
(r
−
r
)φ
(r
−
r
)
= �φµ (r − r1 )|VXµ (r)|φν (r − r1 )�
1
ν
1
|r − r� | α

where hi is the single-particle Hamiltonian given by:

hi = −

� e2 |ψj (rj )|2
� 2 1�
z, c
∇i +
+
2m
2
|Fi − Rj |
|ri − rj |
j�=ı

j�=i

and Vex(r,rʼ) is the exchange-potential;

Vex (r, r� ) =

−e2 �
Ψj (r)Ψj (r� )δσi σj
|r − r� |
j�=i

The exchange potential operating on orbital ψi(ri) can be taken as (for our
purposes)

Vexi (r)|ψi (r)� = −

��
j

e2
d r
ψj∗ (r� )ψi (r� )ψj (r)
�
|r − r |
3
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Assume that the wavefunctions ψ are expanded as a linear combination of
atomic orbitals, such that ψj(r) = ∑ cjμ ϕμ(r - rʼ). Therefore in the LCAO
formalism the exchange potential operating on an atomic orbital will be

Vexν (r)|φν (r − r2 )� = −

��
j

c∗jα cjβ

α,β

�

d3 r

e2
φ∗ (r� − r3 )φν (r� − r2 )φβ (r − r4 )
|r − r� | α

We are interested in the expectation value between two atomic
< ϕμ (r - r1)|Vex ν(r)| ϕν (r - r2)> , which is:

orbitals"

�φµ (r − r1 )|Vexν |φν (r − r2 )�
��
��
∗
−
cjα cjβ
d3 rd3 r�
j

α,β

=
e2
|r−r� |

φ∗µ (r − r1 )φ∗α (r − r3 )φν (r − r2 )φβ (r − r4 )

A.II.2 One-Center exchange integral:
1
|r
−
r� |
Using relation (3), at the end of this appendix, for the expansion of

and noting that each orbital can be separated into a radial piece and an
angular piece. For 1C r1 can be set to zero.

4πe

2

l
� �
l

m=−l

1
2l + 1

�

r drRµ (r)Rα (r)
2

�

1
(r ) dr
r>
� 2

�

�

r<
r>

�l

Rα (r� )Rν (r� )

�φν (r − r1 )|Vexν (r)|φν (r − r1 )�|j =
�

dΩΥ∗lµ mµ (θ, φ)Υlα mα (θ, φ)Υlm (θ, φ)

�

dΩ� Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )Υ∗lα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlν mν (θ� , φ� )

The angular integrals can be evaluated based on relations (1) and (2), at the
end of this appendix.
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�
�

dΩΥ∗lµ mµ (θ, φ)Υlα mα (θ, φ)Υlm (θ, φ) =

dΩ

�

Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )Υ∗lα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlν mν (θ� , φ� )

�

(2l + 1)(2lα + 1)
4π(2lν + 1)
�

� 12

(2l + 1)(2lα + 1)
=
4π(2lν + 1)

�lα 0; l0|lµ 0��lα mα ; lm|lν mν �

� 12

�l0; lα 0|lν 0��lm; lα mα |lν mν �

Multiplication of the two angular integrals yields:
4π
2l + 1
=

=

�

dΩΥ∗lµ mµ (θ, φ)Υlα mα (θ, φ)Υlm (θ, φ)

�

dΩ� Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )Υ∗lα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlν mν (θ� , φ� )

�
�1 �
�1
4π
(2l + 1)(2lα + 1) 2 (2l + 1)(2lα + 1) 2
�lα 0; l0|lµ 0��lα mα ; lm|lµ mµ ��l0; lα 0|lν 0��lm; lα mα |lν mν �
2l + 1
4π(2lµ + 1)
4π(2lν + 1)

2lα + 1)
1

[(2lµ + 1)(2lν + 1)] 2

�lα 0; l0|lµ 0��lα mα ; lm|lµ mµ ��l0; lα 0|lν 0��lm; lα mα |lν mν �

It is confirmed from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that only the μ=υ terms
survive. This is what we would expect. Therefore, the angular terms reduce
to:

IΩΩ� =

2lα + 1
�lα 0; l0|lµ 0��lα mα ; lm|lµ mµ ��l0; lα 0|lµ 0��lm; lα mα |lµ mµ �
2lµ + 1

The net result is then:

�φν (r)|Vexν |φm u(r)�|j =
e2

l
� �
l

m=−l

IΩΩ�

�

r2 drRµ (r)Rα (r)

��

r

dr�

0

(r� )l+2
Rα (r� )Rµ (r� ) +
rl+1

�

∞

r

dr�

�
(r)l
�
�
R
(r
)R
(r
)
α
µ
(r� )lm

A.II.3 Two-Center Integrals –Ontop(L) case.
The two-center integrals for the ontop (L) case are evaluated as follows
(rewritten from previous equations):
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φν (r − r2 )� = −

�
j

|cjα |2

�

d3 r� φ∗α (r� − r1 )φν (r� − r2 )
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1
�
Use relation (3) for the expansion of |r − r | and note that each orbital can be

separated into a radial piece and an angular piece. Also, change variable
such that r → r’ and r’ → r. Note: r1 = 0 and r2 = dz can be used in this case.

�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φν (r − r2 )� =
−

�

�

4πe2 |cjα |2

j

l
� �
l

m=−l

1
2l + 1

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r)φν (r − dẑ)Υ∗ (θ, φ)

�

(r� )2 dr�

1
r>

�

r<
r>

�l

Rµ (r� )Rα (r� )

dΩ� Υ∗lµ mµ (θ� , φ� )Υlα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlm (θ� , φ� )

The angular integral for Ω� can be evaluated based on relations (1) and (2)
�

dΩ

�

Υ∗lµ mµ (θ� , φ� )Υlα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlm (θ� , φ� )

�

(2l + 1)(2lα + 1)
=
4π(2lm u + 1)

� 12

�lα 0, l0|lµ 0��lα mα ; lm|lµ mµ �

≡ IΩ

The radial integral for rʼ is
�

(r� )2 dr�

1
r>

�

r<
r>

�l

Rα (r� )Rµ (r� ) =

�

r

dr�

0

Now consider the remaining integral
Υlm (θ, φ) = (−1)

m

Plm (cos θ)eimφ

�

� ∞
(r� )l+2
rl
�
�
R
(r
)R
(r
)+
dr� � l−1 Rα (r� )Rµ (r� )
α
µ
l+1
r
(r )
r

�

d3 r

and note that

2(l + 1) (l − m)!
4π (l + m)!

� 12

Therefore,
�

d3 rφ∗α (r)φν (r − dẑ)Υ∗lm (θ, φ) =

=

�

r12 dr1 Rα (r1 )Rν (r2 )

�

�

(r1 )2 dr1 Rα (r1 )Rν (r2 )

α
d(cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ1 )Plm (cos θ)
α

�

�

dΩ1 Υ∗lα mα (θ1 , φ1 )Υlν mν (θ2 , φ2 )Υ∗lm (θ1 , φ1 )

dφclα mα clµ mµ clm (−1)mα +mν +m eiφ(mν −m−1)

The ϕ integration reduces to
�

dφclα mα clµ mµ clm (−1)(mα +mν +m) eiφ(mν −m−mα ) = 2πclα mα clµ mµ clm δmν ,m+mα
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The remaining integral can be rewritten as an integral over ρ and z such as
has been done for most two-center integrals
�

r12 dr1 Rα (ra )Rν (r2 )

⇒

�

�

α
ν
d(cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ2 )Plm (cos θ1 )
ν
α

ρ1 dρ1 dz1 Rα (ρ1 , z1 )Rν (ρ2 , z2 ) + (ρ1 , z1 )

For example, in a p-state,

 Rν (r2 )ρ2 /r2
Rν (r2 )z2 /r2
Rν (ρ2 , z2 ) =

Rν (r2 )ρ2 /r2

corresponds to


 ZRν (r2 )
XRν (r2 )

Y Rν (r2 ) "

A.II.4 Two center integrals – Ontop(R) case.
The two-center integrals for the ontop (R) case are evaluated as follows:
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φν (r − r1 )� = −

�

|cjα |2

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r2 )

��

d3 r �

�
e2
φ∗α (r� − r2 )φν (r� − r2 )
�
r−r

1
�
Using relation (3) for the expansion of |r − r | and note that each orbital can

be separated into a radial piece and angular piece. Note that r1 = 0 and
r2 = dz is used for this case
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φn u(r − r2 )� =
−

�

�
j

4πe2 |cjα |2

l
� �
l

m=−l

1
2l + 1

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r)φα (r − dẑ)Υlm (θ, φ)

�

(r1� )2 dr1�

1
r>

�

r<
r>

�l

Rα (r2� )Rν (r2� )

dΩ� Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )Υ∗lα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlν mν (θ� , φ� )

The angular integral for Ω� can be evaluated based on relations (1) and (2)
�

dΩ

�

Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )Υ∗lα mα (θ� , φ� )Υlν mν (θ� , φ� )

�

(2l + 1)(2lα + 1)
=
4π(2lν + 1)

� 12

�lα 0, l0|lν 0��lα mα |lµ mµ �

≡ IΩ�

The radial integral for r’ is
�

(r1� )2 dr1�

1
r>

�

r<
r>

�l

Rα (r2� )Rµ (r2� )

=

�

0

r

� l+ 12
� (r1 )
dr1 l+1

r
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Consider the remaining integral

�

Υlm (θ, φ) = (−1)m Plm (cos θ)eimφ

d3 r

�

and note that

2(l + 1) (l − m)!
4π (l + m)!

� 12

Therefore,
�

d3 rφ∗µ (r)φα (r − dẑ)Υ∗lm (θ, φ) =

=

�

r12 dr1 Rµ (r1 )Rα (r2 )

�

=

�

"

"

(r1 )2 dr1 Rµ (r1 )Rα (r2 )

�

dΩ1 Υ∗lµ mµ (θ1 , φ1 )Υlα mα (θ2 , φ2 )Υ∗lm (θ1 , φ1 )

m

α
d(cos θ1 )Plµ µ (cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ2 )Plm (cos θ1 )
α

r12 dr1 Rµ (r1 )Rα (r2 )
�

�

�

�

dφclµ mµ clα mα clm (−1)(m+mα −mµ ) eiφ(m+mα −mµ )

m

α
d(cos θ1 )Plµ µ (cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ2 )Plm (cos θ1 )
α

dφclµ mµ clα mα clm (−1)(m+mα −mµ ) eiφ(m+mα −mµ )

The ϕ integration reduces to
�

dφclµ mµ clα mα clm (−1)(m+mα −mµ ) eiφ(m+mα −mµ ) = piclµ mµ clα mα clm δmµ ,m+mα

The remaining integral can be rewritten as an integral over ρ and z as for the
ontop (L) case,
�
�
m
2
α
r1 dr1 Rµ (r1 )Rα (r2 ) d(cos θ1 )Plµ µ (cos θ1 )Plm
(cos θ1 )Plm (cos θ1 )
α
⇒

�

ρ1 dρ1 dz1 Rµ (ρ1 , z1 )Rα (ρ2 , z2 )F (ρ1 , z1 )

A.II.5 Two-Center integrals – Atom case
The atom case unfortunately cannot be analytically simplified as well as the
ontop cases. For this case, we have:
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φν (r − r1 )� =
−

�
j

2

|cjα |

�

d3 r� φ∗µ (r�

− r1 )φα (r − r3 )
�

��
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1
�
Using relation (3) for the expansion of |r − r | , this becomes

�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φν (r − r1 )� =
−4πe2

�
j

|cjα |2

l
� �
l

m=−l

1
2l + 1

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r3 )Υlm (θ, φ)

�

d3 r� φ∗α (r − r3 )φν (r − r1 )Υ∗lm (θ� , φ� )

The only integral which can be used analytically is the

integration

(cylindrical coordinates) we have
�
dφclµ mµ clα mα clm eiφ(m+mα −mµ ) (−1)(m+mα −mµ ) = πclµ mµ clα mα clm δmµ ,m+mα
The remaining integrals are done in cylindrical coordinates, yielding the two
resulting integrals to be done numerically.
�
ρ1 dρ2 dz1 Rµ (ρ1 , z1 )Rα (ρ2 , z2 )F (ρ1 , z1 )

�

ρ�1 dρ�1 dz1� Rα (ρ�3 , z3� )Rν (ρ�1 , z1� )F (ρ�1 , z1� )

Now consider the case where α = β only, and r3 = r4. This is a case where
essentially the potential VXv (r, r’) is taken for wavefunctions centered at the
same site. These would be the “diagonal” terms in the potential. For this case
the matrix element reduces to
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν |φ(r − r2 )� = −

�

|cjα |2

��

d3 rd3 r�

e2
φ∗ (r − r� )φ∗α (r − r�3 )φν (r − r� )φα (r − r�3 )
|r − r� | µ

This should be the largest three-center interaction. Currently, we are only
interested in one- and two- center interactions, so reduce the matrix element
equation further for these special cases. Later maybe consider the case
where α ≠ β (but r3 = r4)

A.II.6 Degenerate three-center cases (two center cases).
I. (L) Ontop Case r3 = r4
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φ(r − r2 )� = −

�

|cjα |2

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r1 )
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II. (R) Ontop Case r3 = r2
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φ(r − r2 )� = −

III. Atom Case r1 = r2
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φ(r − r1 )� = −

One-center case.
�φµ (r − r1 )|VXν (r)|φ(r − r1 )� = −

�

|cjα |2

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r2 )

��

d3 r �

�
e2
∗ �
�
φ
(r
−
r
)φ
(r
−
r
)
2
ν
2
|r − r� | α

�

|cjα |2

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r3 )

��

d3 r �

�
e2
∗ �
�
φ
(r
−
r
)φ
(r
−
r
)
3
ν
1
α
|r − r� |

�

|cjα |2

�

d3 rφ∗µ (r − r1 )φα (r − r1 )

��

d3 r �

�
e2
∗ �
�
φ
(r
−
r
)φ
(r
−
r
)
1
ν
1
|r − r� | α

A.II.7 Useful Relations.
Relating angle θ � to θ ��
�
�
��
��
(A) |r| sin θ = |r | sin θ = |r − dẑ| sin θ
�
�
��
��
(B) |r| cos θ − d = |r | cos θ = |r − dẑ| cos θ

(1)
Υl1 m1 (θ, φ)Υl2 m2 (θ, φ) =

�
�f rac12
l3
�
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)
�l1 0; l2 |l3 0��l1 m1 ; l2 m2 |l3 m3 �Υl3 m3 (θ, φ)
4π(2l + 1)

l�
1 +l2

l3 =|l1 −l2 | m2 =−l3

(2)

�

�

dΩΥ∗lm (θ, φ)Υl1 ,m1 (θ, φ)Υl2 ,m2 (θ, φ)

�

dΩΥ∗lm (θ, φ)Υl1 ,m1 (θ, φ)Υl2 ,m2 (θ, φ) = (−1)m

(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)
=
4π(2l + 1)

or

"
"

"
"

1
�
(3) Expansion at |r − r |
∞

� 4π 1
1
=
|r − r� |
2l + 1 r>
l=0

�

r<
r>

�

�l1 0; l2 0|l3 0��l1 m1 ; l2 m2 |lm�

� 12

�l1 0; l2 0|l3 0��l1 m1 ; l2 m2 |l, −m�

(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)
4π(2l + 1)

"
"

�l �
l

� 12

"
"

"
"

Υ∗l m(θ� , φ� )Υl m(θ, φ)

m=−l

(see C.Cohen Tannoudjij1 p1046)
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A.II.8 Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.
A specific equation for the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients is given in ref. [2],
page 178.
�l1 l2 ; m1 m2 |lm� = δm1 +m2 ,m

�

(2l + 1)(l1 + l2 − l)!(l1 − l2 + l)!(−l1 + l2 + l)!
(l1 l2 + 1)!

� 12
1

× [(l1 + m1 )!(l1 − m1 )!(l2 + m2 )!(l2 − m2 )!(l + m)!(l − m)!] 2
�
(−1)z
×
z!(l1 + l2 − l − z)!(l2 + m2 − z)!(l − l2 + m1 + z)!(l − l1 − m2 + z!
z

Note that the l values are bound by |l1 - l2| ≤ l ≤ l1 + l2 . Possible values of l1, l2
and l have been previously worked out for kinetic matrix elements. Note that
z spans all integers (positive and negative), but factorial involving z must be
non-negative in order for the corresponding term in the sum to be included.
Here is the table of possible l values which survive; based on the fact that l1 =
0,1,2,3 and l2 = 0,1,2,3 which corresponds to s, p, d, and f orbitals.

l1

l2

Possible l values.

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
3

0
1
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
3

l= 0
l= 1
l= 2
l= 3
l= 0,1,2
l= 1,2,3
l= 2,3,4
l= 0.1.2.3.4
l= 1,2,3,4,5
l= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6
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With the condition that any factorial involving z must be non negative,
determine the allowable values of z given the allowable values of l1m1, l2m2,
and lm. The following conditions must be upheld:
(1)z ≥ 0
(2)(l1 + l2 − l − z) ≥ 0 → 0 ≤ z ≤ 6
(3)(l1 − m1 − z) ≥ 0 → 0 ≤ z ≤ 6
(4)(l2 − m2 − z) ≥ 0 → 0 ≤ z ≤ 6
(5)(l − l2 + m1 + z) ≥ 0 → −6 ≤ z ≤ 6
(6)(l − l2 − m2 + z) ≥ 0 → −6 ≤ z ≤ 6
The recursion relations for the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are as follows:
�

"

(l ∓ m)(l ± m + 1)�l1 l2 ; m1 m2 |l1 l2 ; l, m ± 1�
�
= (l1 ∓ m1 + 1)(l1 ± m1 )�l1 l2 ; m1 = 1, m2 |l1 , l2 ; lm�
�
+ (l2 ∓ m2 + 1)(l2 ± m2 )�l1 l2 ; m1 , m2 = 1|l1 , l2 ; lm�
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A.II.9 Legendre and Associated Legendre Polynomials.
P0 (x) = 1"

"

"

"

"

"

P1 (x) = x "

"

"

"

"

P11 (x) = (1 − x2 ) 2

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

P21 (x) = 3x(1 − x2 ) 2
P22 (x) = 3x(1 − x2 )

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

P32 (x) = 15x(1 − x2 )

"

"

"

"

"

P2 (x) =

1

1
(3x2 − 1)
2
"

"
P3 (x) =

P4 (x) =

1
(5x3 − 3x)
2
"

1

1
(35x4 − 30x2 + 3)
8
"

3

P33 (x) = 15(1 − x2 ) 2

"
1
5
P41 (x) = (7x3 − 3x)(1 − x2 ) 2
2

"
"

"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

P5 (x) =

1
(63x5 − 70x3 + 15x)
8

P6 (x) =

1
(231x6 − 315x4 + 105x2 − 5)
16

"
"

To generate the associated Legendre Polynomials
m

n
Pm
(x) = (1 − x2 ) 2

dm
Pn (x)
dxm

Spherical Harmonics:
�
2n + 1 (n − m)! m
m
Υm
Pn (cos θ)eimφ
n ≡ (−1)
4π (n + m)!
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15
(7x2 − 1)(1 − x2 )
2
3
3
P4 (x) = 105x(1 − x2 ) 2
P44 (x) = 105(1 − x2 )2

P42 (x) =
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Appendix III. Further information on SiC-K
studies.
A.III.1 Charge Migration.
In order to calculate the binding energy of the potassium to the surface in
chapter 6, it was necessary to calculate the charge migration per potassium
atom. In figure A.III.1, the average charge lost per potassium atom with
standard deviation errorbars is shown for a number of studies for each
coverage simulated.
0.55

Charge lost per potassium atom (/eV)
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0.1
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Coverage (/ML)
Figure A.III.1- Average charge migration from surface potassium atoms Vs potassium
coverage of the SiC surface. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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A.III.2 Potassium Height over surface.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the z-axis position of the potassium above the
silicon carbide surface was also calculated, figure A.III.2 shows the
calculated average distance in the z direction of the potassium atoms for a
number of simulations per coverage. The errorbars show the standard
deviations from the average.

Height of atom above surface (/Å)
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3
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1.5
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1.4

Coverage (/ML)
Figure A.III.2 Average post-annealing height of potassium atoms above the silicon
carbide surface for a range of coverages. The green points represent the calculated
height for the SXRD-derived quenched only surfaces.
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A.III.3 Further scatter plot of surface coverage and energy.
In figure 6.9, a scatter plot showing the annealed surfaces cohesive energy
versus coverage. This neglects to show the energies calculated for the nonannealed (quenched only) surfaces, figure A.III.3 shows both the non
annealed and annealed results for coverage versus cohesive energy.
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Figure A.III.3- The cohesive energy of the surface versus the coverage for calculated
surface configurations, including the quenched-only studies. Red dots indicate annealed
surfaces, green dots represent quenched surfaces and the blue dots are the surfaces
reported in by Derycke et al..
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A.III.4 Extended chemical potential plot.
Figure 6.10 shows the surface configurations that were of lowest energy and
could be compared to experimental results. If figure A.III.4, the chemical
potential plot for potassium is shown for many more annealed surface
reconstructions. In the legend for figure A.III.4, each colour is defined by the
following labeling system: the number is the number of atoms on the 12
pedestal-site silicon carbide surface, if there is no letter after the number, the
potassium atoms are randomly-placed, a letter “a” indicated the potassium
was placed in the direction of chains reported by Derycke et al., a “b”
indicates the atoms are placed so as to form chains perpendicular on the
surface to “a”, and “c” indicates that atoms were placed so as to form the
asymmetric dimer rows seen in figure 6.13 for the 1ML coverage (6.13(a)).
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Chemical Energy Study
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-0.2
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Figure A.III.4- Chemical potential plot for potassium for far larger number of studies than
in figure 6.10. The legend is described in the text.
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A.III.5 Further DOS plots and surface configurations.
Many more DOS plots were generated than are reported on in this thesis,
those of note that did not ideally fit the flow of Section 6.2.3 are shown in
figure A.III.5, including surface DOS of coverages of greater than 1ML. In
figure A.III.5 the semiconducting DOS of the silicon carbide in the bulk is also
shown.
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Figure A.III.5- DOS in bulk SiC and DOS in K and in the
surface SiC for coverages not shown in Chapter 6.
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In figures A.III.6 - A.III.8 the lowest energy surface reconstructions found for
coverages greater than 1ML is shown, a side view as well as top view is
shown to express the ejection of excess potassium atoms on the surface.
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Figure A.III.6- Annealed reconstruction of the 13/12ML
coverage.

Figure A.III.7- Annealed reconstruction of the 7/6ML
coverage.

Figure A.III.8-. Annealed reconstruction of the 5/4ML
coverage.
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A.III.6 Silicon surface layer reconstruction with potassium.
A feature which may have yielded results is the si-si surface distances after
reconstruction for various surfaces, for completeness, the raw data output for
distances is included here. the letter “O” is used to represent the silicon
atoms, with the distance in each direction labelled by lines.
Calculated 1ML surface.
-----------------------------------------------E = -13.848065937501815
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Calculated 2/3ML Coverage
-----------------------------------------------E = -13.554528874999960
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Appendix IV. Further band structures in Silicon
Carbide.
A.IV.1- the √3 × √3 surface (single surface adatom).
Figure 7.7 show a summed band structure over a single pass of a soft
phonon for the 2×(√3× √3) surface, which has four surface adatoms. Figures
A.IV.1-A.IV.2 are the band structures calculated in the same way for the √3×
√3 surface.
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Figure A.IV.1- Summed band structure for the 3C-SiC(111) surface in a √3× √3
supercell, overlaid with a band structure for a energy-minimised calculation.
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Figure A.IV.2- Summed band structure for the 6H-SiC(0001) surface in a √3× √3
supercell, overlaid with a band structure for an energy-minimised calculation.

In another set of experiments, the supercell consisted of a 2√3×√3 and a
√3×2√3 surface. Figures A.IV.3 and A.IV.4 show each of the summed band
structures for these studies.
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Figure A.IV.3- Summed band structure for the 3C-SiC(111) surface in an a) 2√3×√3 and
b) √3×2√3 supercell.
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Figure A.IV.4- Summed band structure for the 6H-SiC(111) surface in an a) 2√3×√3 and
b) √3×2√3 supercell.

As with figure 7.7, these band structures show a band within the gap that
moves with time, resulting in a smearing of that band, which may explain the
splitting of the band seen experimentally.
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Appendix V. Create-2006 flow chart.
During this project, and to help with the rewriting of the Create code into
Create-Lightning, it was decided to make a flow chart of the 2006 code by
meticulously going through the entire package. This is the flowchart of
Create-2006, with branches for some, but not all, of the “if” statements within
the code. By comparison a flow chart of the Create-Lightning code can be
seen in figure 5.1.
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